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TFT! NOW STOCKS Dr PETER RUCKMAN’S BOOKS!!!
1 Cor 3v21 Therefore let no man glory in men.
1 Cor 4v6 And these things, brethren, I have in a figure transferred to myself and to Apollos for your sakes;
that ye might learn in us not to think of men above that which is written,
that no one of you be puffed up for one against another.
One thing that education, science & business does, is glorifies MAN & NOT God! These ‘fields’ PUFF MEN up into thinking
that they are something… Gal 6v3 For if a man think himself to be something, when he is nothing, he deceiveth himself.
What does it mean to gain a degree, or become a scientist, or be a ‘successful’ businessman? What do you get out of it,
recognition from other MEN? Is God impressed with ‘your’ achievements? I mean, didn’t God create your hands, feet,
eyes & brain that you used to gain ‘your’ success? Have you thanked the Lord for the success He has GIVEN you? Did you
give HIM the glory or did you take the glory for yourself? What does God get out of ‘your’ success? How does God benefit
from ‘your’ success? Are you using your talents FOR the Lord or FOR yourself! Are you pleasing your family rather than
the Lord? What is God getting from the LIFE that He has given YOU? What have you achieved FOR HIM so far this year, or
last year? How many people in your family look at you & say, “He/she really LIVES for God in their lives?” Yet shouldn’t
we be doing this naturally? What God has given you, shouldn’t you be giving BACK to God? Too many ‘Christians’ today
are living for themselves & don’t care what God wants from them. God has saved them, but they never move on from
their salvation; they have no interest in reaching others, they just want to live OFF the world & enjoy the ‘fruits’ that the
world produces. This is modern Christianity today. Your neighbours are walking straight to Hell & you are doing NOTHING
to stop them! Is this you? Too many Christians are wrapped up in education & business NOT caring what God wants them
to do! Most Christian parents would rather see their children get a degree than enter the mission field. Something is
terribly WRONG with today’s modern Christian. I see too many families ONLY interested in what they can get out of life,
from the world, rather than seek God & ask Him what He would like them to DO with their lives? Mark 8v36 For what
shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul? One day YOU the reader (YES YOU!) will
stand before God! Picture that scene for a moment! You will then have to give an account of your life, what you DID for
the Lord & how you LIVED FOR Him! Many Christians are dreading that time because they have done basically NOTHING
for Him & will realise then, how much time they wasted on education, fashion, sport, business, travel & other worthless
pursuits! Will you be like that? You get very little time down here! From your birth to thirty years of age goes so quick.
The prime of your life is here one minute & then suddenly you look back & realise that when you were at your ‘fittest’ has
now passed & you are in decline. You can’t go back! You have regrets wishing you would have done more when you were
at your peak. Now you start thinking a little more deeply & weighing up what you have left to offer the Lord, how sad to
be in such a position. When you were at your best, you didn’t give your all to the Lord, but lived for yourself instead.
What will you offer to the Lord now?

Thousands of Tracts ordered!
Dee was extremely busy at the beginning of April with JDA work, PLUS all the tracts that were ordered. She also sent out
hundreds of CDs all around the world. It was a very encouraging start, knowing that Christians are distributing literature &
CDs everywhere. Dee works so hard in packaging up the orders & as far as we know, they all arrive in good condition! We
did have a large shipment go missing at Christmas to Trinidad & Tobago, but this was down to the carrier. Dee is on the
case & chasing this up! Just a reminder that you can also order tracts through our website & pay by PayPal! Do you have
a good stock of tracts at home? Do you keep tracts in your handbag or pockets? If you aren’t distributing tracts, how else
are you getting the Gospel out to sinners? Just one tract could save a soul from going to Hell! What part are you playing
in reaching the lost? Is the church you attend actively involved in outreach work? Are you part of that work?
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Was it worth it? What would they say now?
ETC.

ETC.

Can you name them? These were/are some of the biggest ‘stars’ that Hollywood has ever produced! As far as I know
everyone above died WITHOUT Christ forgiving them of their sins, why? Because none of them, as far as I know, ever
asked Jesus Christ to forgive them for all their sins! So what does that mean? That means, John Wayne, Gary Cooper,
Katherine Hepburn etc. are all IN HELL right now as you are reading this newsletter. Think about that! The fans of all
these ‘stars’ would be up in arms about this BUT ‘TRUTH IS TRUTH!’ The above ‘stars’ are ‘gods-on-screen,’ they are
worshipped! They are known throughout the world & lived lives that you & I could only ‘dream’ about. They had
tremendous wealth, amazing houses, cars etc. They didn’t want for anything materialistically. They were blessed with
good looks & enjoyed life to the full. Most of them (if not all of them) cheated on their husbands/wives, some had
problems with booze or drugs. Some of the women listed above couldn’t stand getting old & losing their good looks.
When Rita Hayworth was signing autographs once, a guy who stood in the crowd near her said “Boy she looks old!” This
burst her bubble so much that she hit the bottle to drown her sorrows. It’s a lot harder for a woman to grow old than it is
a man regarding looks often times. But that is how shallow life is with most people. Don’t get me wrong, I grew up on
their films & loved watching them, but spending a couple of hours looking into what kind of people they really were, &
how they grew old & died brought it home to me – they are Hell deserving sinners just like I am & they needed the Saviour
to rescue them from themselves, their sins & their ‘destination!’ NONE of them (as far as I know) turned to the Lord for
help, they ALL trusted in THEMSELVES right to the end. They were all self-righteous egomaniacs who believed what they
portrayed most of the time. If I am right, & I think I am, John Wayne, a man’s man (& that has nothing to do with the
sodomites today) was seen as a ‘he-man’ right to the end; his legend lives on. Yet this man (Rom 2v11) chose to live a life
WITHOUT Jesus Christ & chose to DIE without Jesus Christ! What has he gained or ‘obtained?’ John Wayne is burning in
Hell (unless He trusted Christ at the very last moments of his life) & will stay there for ETERNITY! That is not only tragic,
that is HORRIFIC; NOTHING could be worse!!! Fame & fortune DESTROYED every one of these so-called ‘stars’. If they
were able to be brought back to us today, knowing what they do NOW, they would all give up everything & all of them
would become Bible Believing missionaries reaching the lost souls of this world with the Gospel!!! So was it worth it for
them? NOT AT ALL! Yet the world is still producing its ‘gods’ & the masses are still worshipping & following them. TV &
the movie industry are giving the sinners what they want & the church is having no impact on them at all. Hollywood is
satanic & promotes illicit sex, fornication, sodomy, lust, pornography, booze & drugs, materialism & such likes. Sinners
just drink it all up! Most Christians are no different! We all are given one life here on earth, God gives it to us & wants us
to enjoy it WITH Him, yet most people take the life that God gives them & then they turn their back upon Him & want
nothing to do with Him. Instead, they follow & worship their own ‘gods’ & serve them! Yet the day comes when the rich
& famous along with the poor & lowly, will stand before THE CREATOR (Jesus Christ) & have to give an account of their
lives TO HIM! James Stewart who played in the film ‘It’s a Wonderful Life’, rejected the AUTHOR of LIFE & died in his sins
(as far as I know) – what a tragedy! To think that James Stewart maybe burning in Hell now, & forever, is HORRIFIC, yet
‘IF’ he did REJECT Jesus Christ & turned his back upon Him, that is exactly WHERE James Stewart is RIGHT NOW! It is hard
to comprehend isn’t it! Looking at the lives of so many of these ‘stars’ is quite incredible; most of them destroyed themselves
through drink, drugs & sex! Spencer Tracy, Marlon Brando, Montgomery Clift, Marlene Dietrich, etc. (By the way, I hope you did
notice the ‘odd one out!’ Looks like Yul Brynner I’m told!) Prov 31v30 Favour is deceitful, and beauty is vain: but a woman that
feareth the LORD, she shall be praised. Eze 28v17 Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty Ecc 4v7 Then I returned, and I
saw vanity under the sun. There is one alone, and there is not a second; yea, he hath neither child nor brother: yet is there no end
of all his labour; neither is his eye satisfied with riches; neither saith he, For whom do I labour, and bereave my soul of good? This is
also vanity, yea, it is a sore travail. Ecc 2v1 I said in mine heart, Go to now, I will prove thee with mirth, therefore enjoy pleasure:
and, behold, this also is vanity. Ecc 9v15 Now there was found in it a poor wise man, and he by his wisdom delivered the city; yet no
man remembered that same poor man. Ecc 4v4 Again, I considered all travail, and every right work, that for this a man is envied of
his neighbour. This is also vanity and vexation of spirit. Ecc 5v10 He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver; nor he that
loveth abundance with increase: this is also vanity. READ also… Eze 28v1-19!!! Get our CD set on Ecclesiastes for insight!!!
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‘Son’ or ‘sons’ in Scripture!
NOTE – ‘son & sons’ in Scripture CAN apply to ancestors & descendants, NOT just DIRECT ‘son & sons!’ This is important
to realise when reading the Scriptures!
Dee joins JDA!
Dee started working for us (JDA) on April 2nd 2012. Her first week was filled with appointment making, filing, calling
customers, a day on the road with us visiting customers, product development & dealing with suppliers, journey planning,
diarising, sorting out catalogues, mail-shots, updating stationery, to name just a few!!! She worked REALLY well & I must
say that Donna & I were VERY proud of her & the standard of her work; I think we’ve landed a good-one! There is much to
do in regard to growing the company & Dee has fitted in perfectly. May the Lord continue to bless JDA in the coming
days! We also sent out a very strong message in regard to our Christian faith to all our principals at Easter. We are
committed to taking a stand for the Lord in the business!
Renault Clio Car FREE OF CHARGE!
Well Dee has recently had a new car & wanted to donate hers to a worthy cause! She offered it FREE to anyone who was
actively involved in evangelism. We had a number of requests, some of which were from India & the Philippines!!! In the
end we gave it away to a local evangelist & his wife who really needed a car. We hope & pray that the Lord will keep it
going for them. My brother-in-law is a Christian & attends Oaks on Fridays. He is also a car mechanic & has his own
garage. I would recommend him to you if you need any kind of work doing on your car. He will do a thorough job & you
will get an HONEST BILL!!! If you are sick of getting ripped off by the world & would like to contact Mark, just call us or
email us & we will put you in contact with him! When you are there, ask him to sing ‘The Lord’s Prayer’ for you… it will
blow you away & you’ll also get 5% knocked off your bill!!!
Evangelical Church in Craven Arms…
Due to the fact that we don’t have an evening service on a Sunday, we loaded up the car with our new booklet (Is there
‘Life’ AFTER Death?) & headed into the countryside! We landed up in Craven Arms & distributed about 300 booklets
around the town & housing estate. We also found an evangelical church & although we were 35 minutes late into their
service, we decided to give it a try. It was a lovely building with great facilities (as usual!) & yet when we went in, there
were only nine people there! Again it was very disappointing to see the lack of people wanting to attend church these
days. Straight away a PERversion Bible was in the pulpit; the ‘preacher’ was ‘preaching’ from Romans! The service only
lasted an hour so we never got chance to sit under the ‘ministry!’ After the service we went into the back room for a
coffee. The usual questions were asked “Where are you from? What brought you here? etc.” After explaining what we
had been doing i.e. ‘tracting’, no-one showed any interest! More interest was shown in a cake a woman had made than
reaching the lost; this was followed by the usual worldly talk! Overall, it was another disaster of ‘church’ & yet again,
made us realise that there are very few sound churches in the UK today!
Postage & Packaging!!!
I need to let off a little steam here! Donna & I have been giving out tracts since we were 18 years old (when we started
going out together!) At the time we couldn’t find really good ones at affordable prices, especially ‘booklets’ that would
answer the questions we were so often asked, hence why I wrote “You Asked The Question!” & produced it at 28p all
those years ago! To be honest, I don’t think the price has changed since then!!! We also kept getting asked if others could
start using our material, so we produced tracts & booklets that you could put your name or your church’s name on the
back! We have always sold them AT COST i.e. what WE PAY YOU PAY!!! Obviously the majority of our tracts WE still give
out along with our team members; we also supply people that can’t afford our literature (they say?!) – so when I am
contacted by Christians who are quibbling over the postage & packaging charge I get a little infuriated to say the least!
The cost of postage is now through the roof! We have to purchase envelopes, tape, stamps, stickers etc. all of which costs
money! So if you are one of these Christian ‘half-wits’ who isn’t happy with the P&P price, do us both a favour, ‘shove-off’
& go get your literature somewhere else, it doesn’t bother me in the slightest! One thing that gets my goat is tight-fisted
Christians who complain about money all the time! Most Christians I know wouldn’t WANT to spend a penny on tracts &
have NO desire to save someone from Hell at all. They love MONEY & possessions & holidays & anything to do with this
world! These kind of ‘Christians’ are I.D.I.O.T. Christians & will have sooooooooooooooo many regrets when they see the
Lord it’s incredible; but at present they just DON’T care about lost souls & instead they are covetous & greedy for filthy
lucre & what it can buy! They are not interested in our work & we are NOT interested in THEM! If you are one of these
tight-fisted-always-complaining-about-money-non-caring-penny-pinching-worldly-materialistic-secular-back-slidden-morons

…(I’ll keep it sweet because of children!), then go moan somewhere else & let us get on with the job that God has called
us to do… Have a nice day! (That ought to sort out certain phone calls & letters I get!!! If it doesn’t I’ll expose you in the
next issue!!!) By the way, those Christians who are very late payers, do you think it is a good witness? Do you think the Lord is
pleased with YOU because you are NOT paying your bills on time? WE also have many bills to pay, so please pay on time or if
you CAN’T afford to pay (& you had better be telling the truth before the Lord) let us know & we will do all we can to help!
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Time for Truth! is now the UK’s Stockist for
Dr Peter Ruckman’s Books!
If you would like an order form to view the books we are stocking by Dr Peter Ruckman, please request one
from us. Alternatively you can use the following link (http://www.timefortruth.co.uk/ruckman-material/) to
view online. We are very happy to be carrying Dr Ruckman’s books as I don’t think anywhere else in the UK
does… cowards!!! I have said this previously, but I think Dr Ruckman is the BEST Bible teacher I have ever
come across. No-one has even come close to the depth that he goes into. I know many Christians who
don’t like him (Jealousy!!!) yet many of them still ‘steal’ his work! So if you are looking to purchase any
Ruckman books please contact us. Please pass on that ‘TfT!

Stocks Ruckman!’

Dr Ruckman has been a friend of Time for Truth! for many years now. Although I have never met or spoken to Dr
Ruckman, we have written to each other on a few occasions. Personally, after reading & listening to much of his material, I
would say that he is the best Bible teacher I know. There is a dearth of good Bible teachers in the UK & no Christian
organisation wants to carry Dr Ruckman’s books! I think there are a number of reasons for this, the main one being, that
they think he is too controversial. Here at Time for Truth! we want to get the best Bible study books into the hands of
those Christians who want to go deep in their Bible studies; on the whole, you won’t go deeper than Ruckman! I am very
happy & very privileged to be stocking his works & I hope that those of you who are ‘man-enough’ to read his material,
will find Dr Ruckman’s studies as exciting & challenging as I have over the years. This is another facet to the Time for
Truth! ministry & we look forward to supplying Christians throughout the UK (mainly) with his material. We have already
been warned by some Christians NOT to stock his books, & to those of you who are in this camp, we would like to say,
“You work your side of the street & we’ll work ours!” May the Lord continue to bless Dr Ruckman & Time for Truth! in all
that they do to bring honour & glory to the name of the Lord Jesus Christ. If you have any questions or enquiries, please
email me… john.e.davis@hotmail.co.uk and to place an order simply fill in the form on the website.

Oftentimes, you just never know…
It is quite incredible how the Lord works in people’s lives. Donna & I have had some quite amazing experiences in our
journey together. Many people we have met along the way have surprised us in different ways. There have been times
when Donna & I have been able to minister into someone’s life due to the Lord opening a door, & we don’t hear from
them for years, then, after 15 years or more, that person will contact us again, how mad is that! Recently this has
happened to us. A guy wrote to us saying that he had worn out the Bible we gave him all those years ago & could we send
him another! What a blessing this was. These kind of things seem to have happened to Donna & myself on a number of
occasions.
On your own!
There are times in our lives when we feel alone. It doesn’t matter if you are married, have lots of friends, or you’re always
mixing with people; sometimes you just feel very alone… agreed? When these times happen the best thing you can do is
talk to the Lord, read His word & LISTEN to His voice, He may be trying to get through to you about something! We live in
a very busy & noisy world where we are bombarded by distractions 24/7. It is good & very beneficial to be alone at times,
so you can just think deeply, ponder & contemplate the deep things of life. When was the last time you got alone for a
few hours? We should make time to get alone with God weekly at least. Too many of us these days are so wrapped up
with our families, careers, education, business, sport, holidays etc. that we DON’T spend the ‘quality-time’ that we ought
to with the Lord alone. When was the last time you went for a walk away from people? Try it & just pour out your heart
& soul to the Lord Jesus; let Him minister to you. So many of us want answers immediately to our prayers, but we don’t
really listen to what the Lord would say to us. There is nothing more profitable in life than spending time with Jesus Christ
& reading His word asking Him to help you & speak to you. I would encourage you all to get alone with God this week &
seriously consider what kind of relationship you really have with Him. Mat 14v23, John 6v15, John 16v32, etc.
Who is your mentor? Who do you mentor?
Mentor = an experienced and trusted advisor, an experienced person in an organization or institution who trains and
counsels new employees or students. Apart from the Lord, who advises you & who do you advise & counsel? Prov 11v14
Where no counsel is, the people fall: but in the multitude of counsellors there is safety. We all ought to be helping &
advising others around us & training up the next generation of leaders, but are we? Who do you help?
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TFT! NOW STOCKS AUTHORIZED VERSION BIBLES!
We are now carrying stock of Authorized Version Bibles! If you would like to order an AV Bible at a discounted price,
please visit the website OR contact us. I would appreciate it if you would also let as many Christians & churches
know that we are now stocking AV Bibles. Thanks! We are supplying Cambridge & Trinitarian Authorized Version
Bibles – you won’t find a better Bible anywhere. Contact us about a special price!!!
Is there ‘Life’ AFTER Death?
I cannot believe how quickly these booklets went out! It is our fastest selling tract/booklet EVER! All
around the world people ordered this tract; hundreds went out as far as Australia, Trinidad &
Tobago & the USA. One pastor in England ordered 4000 for his church to distribute! We are
decreasing our stocks on our other booklets like 1) You Asked the Question! 2) Life Then Eternity! 3)
It’s Your Choice! etc. just to make space for these booklets. We probably won’t be reordering the
titles above in the near future in order to concentrate on the NEW booklet & the tracts, so if you
want to receive some, get your order in now before they all go!

The NONSENSE of Evolution!
It takes a lot of FAITH to believe in Evolution! Imagine believing in the following, how absurd!
NOTHING produces EVERYTHING!
NON-Life produces LIFE!
Randomness produces Fine-Tuning!
Chaos produces Information!
Unconsciousness produces Consciousness!
NON-Reason produces Reason!
Only a monkey would ‘believe’ something so STUPID!!!
I suggest you watch the following debates…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ms5WXYr3vuo&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xq-KiDdYvsY&feature=relmfu

Easter Sunday on the TfT! website!
Well on Easter Sunday 2259 pages were opened on our website! We also received a call from a guy who was so mad
because he had spent some time reading the information on our Evolution-Tab, that he called & left a message on our
answerphone. After just a few moments he said he just couldn’t talk anymore & had to hang up because he was so mad!
How about that fella?! Men just DON’T want to be held ‘accountable’ to God do they! That’s what this whole argument is
about! It’s NOT that men can’t believe in God, it’s that they WON’T! Recently I came across a guy called Christopher
Hitchins, until a couple of days ago I had never heard of him! He was an atheist who was also an author & debater among
other things. He had read many books that shaped his belief in atheism, & was one of the leaders sowing this deceitful &
puerile rubbish worldwide. Easter Sunday I watched Hitchins (Hitch) debate with five Christians (see the links above) & it
was an excellent debate! Richard Dawkins’ (the ‘poodle’ of atheism) persona is NOTHING compared to ‘The Hitch’ & yet
‘the Hitch’ gets eaten alive by these Bible Believing LAMBS!!! WATCH THE DEBATE!!! If ‘Hitch, Dawkins & Hawking’ are
the BEST that the atheistic bunch can produce, then I suggest you just keep listening to these Christians who are on the
debate, as they destroyed ALL the arguments that Mr Atheist raised! If there is no God, how do we know what is right &
what is wrong? How can we find out what is absolute truth? Where can we turn for a FINAL AUTHORITY? THERE IS A
GOD & YOU WILL STAND BEFORE HIM VERY SOON! ARE YOU PREPARED FOR THAT DAY? JUST BECAUSE YOU DON’T
BELIEVE IT MEANS NOTHING, YOU WILL STAND BEFORE GOD & GIVE AN ACCOUNT OF YOUR LIFE TO HIM! YOU HAVE
BEEN WARNED!

Good Quote!
God is not looking for brilliant men, is not depending upon eloquent men, is not shut up to the use of talented men
in sending His gospel out in the world. God is looking for broken men who have judged themselves in the light of the
cross of Christ. When He wants anything done, He takes up men who have come to the end of themselves, whose
confidence is not in themselves, but in God. H.A. Ironside

For they loved the praise of men more than the praise of God.
John 12v43 – Do you? Accolades from men or praise from God; which do you prefer?
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Who is ‘teaching’ your children?
Dawkins & his atheistic crowd say it is ‘cruel’ to tell children about God & that they ought to be taught ‘science’ (i.e.
evolution) instead! The schools have already removed the Bible & Creation is no longer taught in them, so WHO is
teaching your children about God & Creation? If you don’t read & teach them the Scriptures, WHO WILL? What kind of
parent are you if you do not read & teach your children from the Final Authority i.e. God’s Holy word? Are you relying on
secular education to give your children a solid grounding for life? If you are, you’re MAD! There is a huge responsibility
on Christian parents to educate their children in the fundamentals of THE faith. I know of Christians who are great actors,
they make out they really care; they have a child & they dedicate him to the Lord before the church, yet truthfully, they
don’t read or teach the Scriptures to them when they are able to learn… they just don’t care! Their child grows up into a
spoilt brat with no discipline, no knowledge of sin, punishment for sin, & no knowledge of God. When they hit their teens
they are out of control. Most of the parents I know who have a number of children, not one of them have I seen that
would bring honour to his mother or father OR GOD!!! They are unruly yobbos who wander the streets looking for trouble
– they smoke, they dress like prostitutes or ‘gang’ members & they are a shame to their parents – yet to be honest, their
parents are the worst example! It’s a downward spiral! So again I pose the question… WHO is teaching YOUR children
about the Lord, from His word? WHO is teaching them what is right or wrong? WHO is showing them what SIN is &
where sinners GO when they die? Our two ‘adopted’ daughters are the most well-mannered, caring young ladies you
could ever hope to meet. They have been taught about living a holy life from their ‘adopted’ mother & their ‘adopted’
dad has instilled into them discipline, morals & standards & a good foundation from the Scriptures! I have done the job
that the Lord gave to me regarding bringing up children, the best I could. Now they are 22 & 24, they both put the Lord
Jesus Christ FIRST in their lives & seek to please Him! You have no fear of ever seeing these two girls showing off their
flesh, or swearing, smoking, drinking, stealing, sleeping around, watching bad movies, doing drugs or causing trouble.
They try to do their BEST in everything just like their ‘mother’! Donna & I are very proud of them & very privileged to have
been a large part of their upbringing (we started with them when they were in their teens!!!)

Have you ever asked yourself these questions or pondered upon these thoughts?
Is God speaking to YOU?
What kind of Christian am I?
What kind of life am I really living?
Why do I act the way I do?
Who am I hurting by the way I am living?
What does God want from me?
When was the last time I wrote a letter of encouragement to another Christian?
Who was the last person I spoke to about the Lord?
How do my work colleagues see me?
What do I need to change about myself & am I letting God do it?
Am I in the will of God at present?
If I know I am not in the will of God am I prepared to change, even move, to get INTO His will?
What percentage (%) of my money am I using to further the Gospel & reach the lost?
If I died today, what legacy would I leave behind?
What have I really done for the Lord with my life so far?
When was the last time I ‘studied’ the Scriptures?
Stopping Badminton!
Due to the pain my hip is giving me I have had to stop badminton! I used to love playing this sport twice a week! Looking
back I do miss it a little (perhaps not as much as I thought I would!) Recently I was in Ludlow when I bumped into an old
playing ‘buddy!’ He was a very arrogant man so I used to enjoy caning him when we played!!! Badminton used to bring
out the worst in me (that was a joke!!!) Anyway, this guy knew why I didn’t attend anymore & so you would think he
would have asked how I was? Instead, he asked me if I knew where he could get his badminton racquet restrung! Can
you believe the insincerity of some people! I smiled inside but it brought home to me yet again, how little people care,
sad don’t you think? I also thought that we all ought to be careful who & what we judge, as you NEVER know what
someone is going through & how they are feeling or coping with life. You may think someone is very miserable or angry,
but do you really know what they are going through? Let us be sincere Christians & show our love to a hateful selfish
world… that folks is very easy to write down, but very hard to put into practice! We must live for the Lord in everything &
ask Him to minister through us to others!
Letting the Lord down!
Jas 4v17 Therefore to him that knoweth to do good, and doeth it not, to him it is sin. Is it easier to let the Lord down OR
another human being? Do you put the Lord first in everything? Have you let Him down lately? Time to repent??? You
know what you should be doing & how you ought to live; don’t waste time, LIVE for the Lord in everything!
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What on earth is James White’s Problem?
(I mean, would you buy a 2nd hand car off this man?)
…apart from arrogance, pride & a mouth that just won’t close (Prov 10v19, Ecc 5v3 etc.) this ‘man’ just
keeps attacking the AV Bible (including Bible Believers all around the world) & saying that there are
‘errors’ in it! Yet again like all LIARS, he NEVER ONCE ADMITS that the Holy Spirit has shown him the
‘errors’ in the Authorized Version Bible! This guy is so full of himself (Gal 6v3) & thinks he is some sort
of an ‘authority’ on ‘correcting’ the AV Bible that he is destroying the faith that weak Christians have in
their Bibles! Do you think GOD is happy with James White? Neither do I! This Bible ‘corrector/rejector’
will reap what he has sown & if he gets to Heaven (!?) he will certainly lose rewards at the Judgment Seat of Christ! You
may not like people like Sam Gipp & Peter Ruckman, but no-one can deny that these folk get you to TRUST & BELIEVE the
Bible not question or doubt it! James White ‘thinks’ he is clever (Rom 1v22) but unfortunately not only is he being used as
a tool for the Devil, he is totally deceived himself & can’t see it! My advice would be to simply DUMP HIM IMMEDIATELY
& believe the AV Bible & what God said & wrote down; rather than follow a Bible ‘corrector’ who is walking BLINDLY, yet
WILLINGLY IGNORANT, into God’s judgement! 2 Pet 2v1-3 But there were false prophets (James White!) also among the
people, even as there shall be false teachers (James White!) among you, who privily shall bring in damnable heresies,
even denying the Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction. And many shall follow their
(James White!) pernicious ways; by reason of whom the way of truth shall be evil spoken of. And through covetousness
shall they (James White!) with feigned words make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a long time lingereth
not, and their (James White!) damnation slumbereth not. White-wash is on very dangerous ground! People like
Ruckman, Kinney & O’Reilly have answered all his queries & ‘problems’ regarding the AV already, but ‘Whitey-WhiteWash’ just loves the sound of his own voice too much that he just won’t shut up & go & do the Lord’s work i.e. reaching
the lost souls of this world with the Gospel… he would rather do the Devil’s work & ‘question’ God’s word… Yea, hath God
said (Gen 3v1) James White is a MORON & so are YOU if you entertain this Bible ‘corrector’!!!
Will Kinney writes… FINALLY we get down to what the Bible Agnostics REALLY believe. Every once in a while one of them
comes out with what is the essence of their belief system regarding the Bible and the real reason they continually attack
one Book in particular, the King James Holy Bible. One of our resident Bible agnostics and unbelievers in the Infallibility of
the Bible (a real Book you can hold in your hands and read) by the name of Bobby Valentine posts what most of these guys
really believe but are unwilling to come right out and state.
Bobby Valentine 8:52pm Apr 6 - "God's infallible word was given in Hebrew and Greek. There is no such thing as an
infallible translation. Not in English, Not in German, not in any language" There you have it, folks. A little bit of honesty
about what he REALLY believes and why he has NO infallible Bible in any language NOW. Bobby V and folks like him who
tell us "God's infallible word was given in Hebrew and Greek. There is no such thing as an infallible translation. Not in
English, Not in German, not in any language", have never seen "God's infallible words" a day in their lives. There ARE NO
originals, and he knows this, yet his "bold confession" is that God's infallible words WERE given, past tense verb, not ARE
given. Bobby V has no infallible Hebrew and Greek text he believes either, and he also knows this to be true. So what
does he recommend? He himself has told us that the Catholics are coming out with some really good bibles like the St.
Joseph New American bible. And guess what. This modern day Catholic bible uses the SAME eclectic critical text (NestleAland, UBS) for the New Testament that his other Vatican Versions use (the ESV, NIV, NASB, NET) and also rejects many of
the inspired Hebrew readings in the same places as his also recommended ESV, NIV etc. What a shocker! ;-) BUT, Bobby V
even tells us that not even his recommended Vatican Versions ARE the infallible words of God because in his mind "There
is no such thing as an infallible translation."
See Undeniable Proof the ESV, NIV, NASB, NET etc. are the new Vatican Versions http://brandplucked.webs.com/realcatholicbibles.htm
So, who or what is Bobby V's final authority? Well, you can bet on one thing for sure; it is NOT "the Bible". It's gonna be
either his own mind and understanding subject to change at any moment, or the Pope or some other lying bible agnostic
like James White. Men like James White speak out of both sides of their mouth. They will SAY they believe The Bible IS the
infallible words of God, but when asked where we can get a copy of this infallible Bible they PROFESS to believe in, they
get just a tad uncomfortable and immediately try to change the subject, usually by dragging out their laundry list of
alleged errors in our beloved King James Holy Bible - the ONLY Bible believed by thousands of redeemed children of God
to be the complete, inspired and 100% historically true and doctrinally pure words of God in the English language. There
is no middle ground in this issue of God's final written authority - the Holy Bible. Either you are a bible agnostic and an
unbeliever in the Infallibility of the Bible like Bobby V, James White and a multitude of other modern day professing
Christians, or you are a King James Bible believer with the true, infallible and preserved words of God you can actually hold
in your hands, read and believe every word. You are either a Bible agnostic or a Bible believer. Which side are you on?
One day of LIFE!
Today the Lord has given you a day of LIFE: what have you done with it? 24 hours in a day: what have you done with the
time that the Lord has given you? Have you tried to reach anyone with the Gospel? Has this been a wasted day?
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James White - The Protestant Pope of the new Vatican Versions – by Will Kinney
James White is not the devil incarnate, nor is he a prophet of God, but he may very well be the equivalent of the
Protestant Pope of the new Vatican Versions, and he may not even know it. I have read James White’s book, The King
James Only Controversy, several times over and have dealt personally with him both on the internet and twice on
Christian radio. I believe he has a lot of good things to say when it comes to the cults, but when it comes to the Bible
version issue, he is completely on the wrong side and may not even know it. James White SAYS he believes The Bible IS
the infallible words of God. I asked him this question personally on his radio program. But when I asked Mr. White where
we can see a copy of this infallible Bible he PROFESSES to believe in, he immediately starts to hem and haw and then tries
to change the subject. But the simple fact is this - James White is lying when he says he believes The Bible IS the infallible
words of God. He has no such Bible to show you, and he knows it. His “infallible Bible” is no more than an imaginary,
hypothetical and philosophical concept. It is an ongoing process, and no text is settled or sure. At best it may be a ballpark
approximation of what God may or may not have said, but it is not the complete, inspired and infallible words of the living
God. It is not a real Book of paper and ink you can hold in your hand, read and believe every word comes from the mouth
of God. Mr. White used to work for the New American Standard Version, at least in a part time position, but now it seems
his favorite flavor of the month Bible version is the ESV, the revision of the revision of the liberal RSV. But what Mr. White
may not be aware of is the undeniable FACT that all these modern versions like the ESV, NIV, NASB, NET and the brand
new Common English Version are all the new “Vatican Versions”. You may think this charge is utterly ridiculous. But the
proof is undeniable and easily verified. All anyone has to do to confirm the truth of this is to simply read what their own
editors of the UBS (United Bible Society) and Nestle-Aland ever changing critical text have written inside their own Greek
critical text. Then all you have to do is simply compare the TEXTS of all these New Testaments to see the thousands of
omissions and the scores of places where versions like the ESV, NIV, NASB, NET and the modern Catholic bible versions
like the St. Joseph New American Bible and the New Jerusalem bible all reject the clear Hebrew readings and add
hundreds of words to the inspired Hebrew writings in the Old Testament. Do a simple Google search yourself. Type in
these words - Undeniable Proof the ESV, NIV, NASB, NET etc. are the new "Catholic" bibles. There you will find the
complete articles, both parts One and Two, and you can see for yourself in black and white that the New Testament and
Old Testament texts of the modern Catholic bible versions and the ESV, NIV, NASB, NET are virtually identical in the
thousands of words that they all omit and change. Here is part of what you will find when you read this article. Do you
know why the UBS (United Bible Society) Greek texts are the basis for all these new versions? It's because Catholics and
Evangelicals were united to produce this text. One of the 5 chief editors was the New Age Catholic Cardinal Carlos
Martini, who believed god was in all men and in all religions. Just open a copy of the UBS New Testament Greek and turn
to the first page. There you will see a list of the 5 chief editors who put this abomination together. The 4th name on
the list, right before the inerrancy denying Bruce Metzger, is Carlo M. Martini. In his book "In the Thick of His Ministry"
Cardinal Martini writes: “The deification which is the aim of all religious life takes place. During a recent trip to India I was
struck by the yearning for the divine that pervades the whole of Hindu culture. It gives rise to extraordinary religious forms
and extremely meaningful prayers. I wondered: What is authentic in this longing to fuse with the divine dominating the
spirituality of hundreds of millions of human beings, so that they bear hardship, privation, exhausting pilgrimages, in
search of this ecstasy?" (In The Thick Of His Ministry, Carlo M. Martini, page 42.) Cardinal Martini served on the editorial
committee for the United Bible Societies' 2nd, 3rd and 4th editions. These are the "bibles" most modern Christians are
using today when they pick up the ESV, NIV, NASB, NET or modern Catholic "bibles". In 1965, Pope Paul VI authorized
the publication of a new Latin Vulgate, with the Latin text conformed to the United Bible Societies Greek New
Testament (Michael de Semlyen, All Roads Lead to Rome, p. 201). In 1987 a formal agreement was made between the
Roman Catholic Church and the United Bible Societies that the critical Greek New Testament will be used for all future
translations, both Catholic and Protestant (Guidelines for International Cooperation in Translating the Bible, Rome, 1987,
p. 5). Most of the translations produced by the United Bible Societies are “interconfessional,” meaning they have
Roman Catholic participation and backing.” It is interesting to note that the latest United Bible Societies Text, descended
from the Westcott and Hort family, boasts, "the new text is a reality, and as the text distributed by the United Bible
Societies and by the corresponding office of the Roman Catholic Church it has rapidly become the commonly accepted
text for research and study in universities and church." - Kurt Aland and Barbara Aland, The Text of the New Testament
(Grand Rapids: Wm B Eerdmans, 1995), 35. I have a copy of the Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece 27th edition
right here in front of me. It is the same Greek text as the UBS (United Bible Society) 4th edition. These are the Greek
readings and texts that are followed by such modern versions as the ESV, NIV, NASB, Holman Standard AND the new
Catholic versions like the St. Joseph New American Bible 1970 and the New Jerusalem bible 1985. If you have a copy of
the Nestle-Aland 27th edition, open the book and read what they tell us in their own words on page 45 of the
Introduction. Here these critical Greek text editors tell us about how the Greek New Testament (GNT, now known as the
UBS) and the Nestle-Aland Novum Testamentum Graece grew together and shared the same basic text. In the last
paragraph on page 45 we read these words: "The text shared by these two editions was adopted internationally by Bible
Societies, and following an agreement between the Vatican and the United Bible Societies it has served as the basis for
new translations and for revisions made under their supervision. This marks a significant step with regard to
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interconfessional relationships. It should naturally be understood that this text is a working text: it is not to be
considered as definitive, but as a stimulus to further efforts toward defining and verifying the text of the New
Testament." There it is folks, in their own words. They openly admit that this text is the result of an agreement between
the Vatican and the UBS and that the text itself is not "definitive" - it can change, as it already has and will do so in the
future, and is not the infallible words of God but merely "a stimulus to further efforts". And this is the type of “infallible
Bible” men like James White are promoting. As I previously said, I have read James White’s book several times and have
written several articles dealing with the examples of alleged “errors” he claims to have found in the King James Bible.
James White is a smooth and fast talker and he has a lot of experience debating people. However upon further
investigation and study, I have found much of his apparent “scholarship” to be often not true and sometimes even
shoddy. I will give you a couple of examples, but you can find many more by Googling ‘James White blind scholar by Will
Kinney’. In that particular article I deal with a few of the alleged “problems” James thinks he has found in the King James
Bible and I give a link to an online conversation James and I had several years ago where you can see him interact with me
on a person to person level. I think it is quite revealing to see where James White REALLY stands on the issue of whether
or not there exists such a thing as an inerrant Bible or not.
One of many examples of James White's hypocrisy - "Word" and "Turn" In his book, The King James Only Controversy,
chapter Nine, which is titled "Problems in the KJV", on page 231 "resident scholar" Mr. James White states: "Jack Lewis
notes that the KJV is also well known for the large variety of ways in which it will translate the same word. Now certainly
there are many times when one will wish to use synonyms to translate particular terms, and context is vitally important in
determining the actual meaning of a word, but the KJV goes beyond the bounds a number of times." He continues: "For
example, the Hebrew term for "word" or "thing" is rendered by EIGHTY FOUR different English words in the KJV! Another
term, "to turn back" is rendered in one particular grammatical form by SIXTY different English words! Those who have
attempted to follow the usage of a particular Hebrew or Greek term through the AV know how difficult such a task can be,
and the inconsistency of the KJV in translating terms only makes the job that much harder." (End of quote.) Most people
who read this in Mr. White's book would think something like: "Oh, that nasty KJV. What a lousy translation it is. How
unscholarly! Why would anybody want to use that?" Most people would never take the time to verify if there is any
validity to what Mr. White quotes from a certain Jack Lewis here; they would just accept his "scholarly" statements as
facts. James White knows both Hebrew and Greek and professes to be an expert in textual matters. He either didn't check
the validity of the claims of Jack Lewis, or he is deliberately misrepresenting the facts to bolster his attacks on God's
preserved words in the King James Bible. In either case, his hypocrisy is simply inexcusable. The Hebrew word for the
English "word" or "thing" is # 1697 Dabar. I only counted 78 different meanings found in the King James Bible, but I'll give
Mr. White the benefit of the doubt and let him have his 84. A simple look at the complete NASB concordance shows that
the NASB has translated this single word Dabar in at least NINETY THREE very different ways while the NIV has over 200
different English meanings for this single Hebrew word. Among the 94 different English words the NASB uses to translate
this single Hebrew word are: account, act, advice, affair, agreement, amount, annals, answer, anything, asked, because,
business, case, cause, charge, Chronicles, claims, commandment, compliments, concerned, conclusion, conditions,
conduct, conferred, consultation, conversation, counsel, custom, dealings, decree, deed, defect, desires, dispute, doings,
duty, edict, eloquent, event, fulfillment, harm, idea, instructed, manner, matter, message, nothing, oath, obligations, one,
order, parts, pertains, plan, plot, portion, promise, proposal, proven, purpose, question, ration, reason, records, regard,
reports, request, required, rule, said, same thing, saying, so much, some, something, songs, speaks, speech, talk, task,
theme, thing, this, thoughts, threats, thus, told, trouble, verdict, way, what, whatever, word and work. As I said, the NIV
has over twice this amount of different meanings - well over 200 - as compared to the KJB's 84. The second word
mentioned by Mr. White is "to turn back" and it is # 7725 Shub, and in this case Mr. White is correct in that the King James
Bible does translate it some 60 different ways. However what James forgot to mention is that his favorite NASB has
translated this same single Hebrew word at least 104 different ways, while the NIV again has over 200 different meanings!
What makes the hypocrisy of both James White and Mr. Jack Lewis all the more astonishing, is the fact that Jack Lewis
himself is one of the principal NIV translators. Talk about the pot calling the kettle black! This is the type of scholarship
men like James White and Jack Lewis employ to discredit the truth of the King James Bible. James White has no infallible
Bible to give you and he knows it, in spite of his empty and false profession to believe “the Bible IS the infallible words of
God”. And what he is promoting instead are in fact the new Vatican Versions produced by the Whore of Babylon who has
made the inhabitants of the earth drunk with the wine of her spiritual fornication - Revelation 17-18. I and thousands of
other blood bought children of God believe that God has sovereignly acted in history to keep His promises to preserve His
words for ever and to give us “the book of the LORD”. We believe there are many reasons why this Book is none other
than the Authorized King James Holy Bible. May I suggest just one more article to you that addresses this issue. Google
‘God's Persistent Historical Witness to the Absolute Standard of Written Truth in the King James Bible’ I urge you to
prayerfully seek the mind of God on this most important matter and to examine your own present belief or unbelief in the
Bible you hold in your hands. Do you REALLY believe it is the very inspired and infallible words of God? The only Christians
I know of who do, are the King James Bible believers; not men like James White. All of grace, believing the Book and
clothed in the righteousness of Christ alone. Will Kinney
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Prolific Writer!
(Prolific = producing much fruit; of an artist, author, etc. producing many works) I’ve been told a couple of times recently
that I am a ‘prolific’ writer! I had to look up the word as I didn’t even know what it meant! Now that I ‘DO’ know what it
means, I disagree with the comments made totally, yet, I WOULD like to become one! Hope that makes sense? I am just a
man with a life that God has given to him. I intend to live it the best I can in serving the Lord. I try to pour my energy &
strength, money & resources INTO serving the Lord. I have wasted a great deal of time in my younger days & now that I
understand more about life & the importance of living every single day for the Lord, I want to make my life ‘count’ for
Him! My heart’s desire is to distribute the word of God everywhere & see souls saved (Rom 10v1, Acts 13v49 etc.).
Everybody wants to be ‘somebody’ I suppose, yet nowadays, I just want to please the Lord. In my younger days I wanted
to be a great evangelist or a ‘great’ Bible teacher, but now I just want to concentrate on the work the Lord has given me. I
am greatly encouraged by those of you who write & tell me what you are doing for the Lord & how you are reaching the
lost souls of this world with the Gospel. I have a great wife who is totally supportive & a great team who also are excellent
co-workers. I write tracts & produce them at cost because I see a need & I try to meet that need. We have very little time
left to work, as the Lord surely is coming very soon. Let us all do what we can every day to please God & live our lives for
Him. Let us worship Him with every ounce of breath & strength & do all we can to sow the seed of the word of God
everywhere. May God help us all to do that!

Due to the success of last year’s ‘Time for
one for 2013 (please spread the word!) They
the response we get from this newsletter, we
you DO want some please let us know AS
need. Again, it will be first come first served.
make sure WE KNOW ‘how many’ you will want.

Truth!’ calendar, we are producing another
will be 20p each again & depending upon
shall be printing a minimum of 10,000. If
SOON AS POSSIBLE & how many you will
Delivery should be October 2012. I repeat,
1,000 have already been allocated!

Trying & Doing Your BEST! Are you doing your best?
Col 3v23 And whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as to the Lord, and not unto men; The question is this ‘Do you ALWAYS do
your BEST?’ Whatever you do, whether it is a simple job or complex, do you do your best at all times? Living for the Lord,
we should always be concerned about trying our best, no matter what we are involved in i.e. business, sport, education
etc. What about a relationship, your wife, your husband, do you give your best here? Have you a problem at home or in
the family that you haven’t tried to put right (because of pride usually), then how about TRYING YOUR BEST NOW &
putting it right? What is the point of going through life NOT giving your best? Who does that profit? If you are a student,
then you ought to give your best to your studies FOR THE LORD! If you are in business you ought to SHINE FOR THE LORD
& be totally honest in your dealings. If you are a mother or father, you ought to live godly, holy lives, being such an
example to your children. We live in a world today full of ‘quitters’ & ‘spongers’! People who have given up & live off the
back of others rather than TRY! This is what modern day society is producing! We aren’t producing the God fearing men
or women today because schools have removed God from their curriculum! So it is the parents’ responsibility to raise
their children to fear God & do their BEST FOR HIM! If you are a parent & you are not reading the Scriptures (AV ONLY of
course!!!), to your children, you are NOT showing them where they can find ABSOLUTE TRUTH! For instance, if your son
comes home one day smoking, swearing & drinking, & you say it is wrong, & they question you ‘WHY IS IT WRONG’ when
their mate’s dad says IT IS RIGHT, what are you going to say? If you can’t show your children from the Scriptures, what is
right & what is wrong, then you are doing them no good at all! One day your son comes home & says ‘I’m homosexual!’
What will you reply? You can’t teach absolute truth based on your opinion! So getting back to our question, ‘Are you
doing your best in all areas of your life?’ If not, you are affecting others who are around you! Phil 4v8 Finally, brethren,
whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure,
whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there be any praise,
think on these things.

Want to get the victory over sin in your life? Then apply this verse 24/7!!!
Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of
God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ; 2 Cor 10v5

And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment:
Heb 9v27
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THE RIGHTEOUS GENTILE April 2012 Newsletter
This is a guy in the US (Robert Militello) who has written this; I think it is excellent!...“When they heard these things, they
were cut to the heart, and they gnashed on him with their teeth.” Acts 7:54 “But now ye seek to kill me, a man that hath
told you the truth, which I have heard of God: this did not Abraham.” John 8:40 No one looks to kill you for performing
acts of kindness, supporting the weak and promoting the general good of your community. Religion flourishes in America.
All kinds of cults operate freely here and recruit successfully by capitalizing on the biblical ignorance of almost all
Americans. Even our government encourages religious activity by offering 501c tax exemptions to those willing to
incorporate and become a church, ministry or charitable organization. Indeed, America has no problem with religion, but
straight talking preachers frightening sinners by putting a burning hell before their eyes is another matter. Sharp words
coming out of the mouth of a spirit-filled preacher can turn religious people into crazed killers as Stephen discovered
shortly after the Lord returned to glory. Words directed by the Holy Spirit to your heart and not your head are surgical
instruments. A sharp scalpel is used to cut flesh open so a tumour can be removed and a sick patient can go on living.
Pulpits today in America have men and God help us, women who preach from phoney bibles, mistake their depraved
human spirit for the Holy Spirit and speak in a dead, flat monotone akin to a Romish priest hearing the confession of an
old nun. The Lord used Stephen's mouth to call the religious crowd, murderers – see verse 52 in Acts 7. Truth is offensive
to all sinners. It was designed that way by God. Words can get you killed. No one killed Jesus for healing the sick, or casting
out devils. Religious do-gooders don't offend people. You get parks and streets named after you when the media certifies
you as someone who makes the world a better place for all. No bible believer stays up late trying to devise ways to make
the world better. Bible believers seek confrontation – sinners vs. the Holy Spirit. Hell must be preached if you would see a
sinner saved. A faithful witness uses a scalpel, while others prefer giving the sinner a religious massage. If you fear man,
you will employ massage therapy. If you fear God, you'll look for the Lord to cut the foreskin of a sinner's heart. It's that
simple. “Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof: from such turn away.” 2 Timothy 3:5 According to
Paul, the last days of the church age which we are in now are perilous because of a dramatic, moral collapse described in 2
Timothy 3, verse 2 through 5. Verses 2 through 4 list eighteen (666) characteristics of the present day social decay.
Remember, a generation is being moulded to receive the Antichrist and that generation must be pleasure oriented above
all else. This explains the dramatic increase in drug use in our society. Verse 5 points to a form of godliness existing
alongside the moral depravity. This apparent 'religiosity' is no doubt the social gospel preached by unsaved liberals in the
pulpit and in all levels of government. Today, the social gospel is built around the themes of so-called, human rights issues
and the 'save the planet' environmental agenda. This form of godliness is another bloodless approach to God which has its
origin in Cain's worthless offering. To me '...denying the power thereof...' is the abandonment of faith in the blood of Jesus
Christ cleansing sinners (1 John 1:7b). There is power in the blood as the hymn plainly states. Bloodless religion, mitzvahs
and superstitious rituals are powerless and always have been. The one world church of the tribulation will be centred in
Rome. Every Catholic priest denies the power of the blood of Jesus Christ to cleanse a sinner completely. Purgatory is
based on the denial of the cleansing power of the Lord's blood to make a sinner as pure as snow. That's why no Catholic
knows where their soul is going at death. Catholics, Moslems, Jews and others like Cain put faith in a basket full of human
good works to gain God's favour. The Jews once had a bloody faith. It was lost when the Messiah was rejected. The
destruction of the temple in 70 AD brought back the form of godliness – trusting in your mitzvahs (good deeds) to
reconcile you to God. Catholics like to think they are receiving eternal life by eating a wafer. Can anything be more
absurd? The power of God is the cleansing power of his Son's blood. It alone turns the filthy, dirty rags of our selfrighteousness into a clean, white linen robe of sinless purity. (I’m not over-keen on this guy’s preaching but this is good!)
Hurting People Everywhere!
While waiting for Donna in Kidderminster recently, I had ten minutes or so just people-watching. I was very moved after
seeing so many ‘sorry-souls’. So many people walked with a limp, so many folks seemed depressed & unhappy. I really
felt for these people, but do you think they would listen to the Gospel message, get saved & follow the Lord? Most people
don’t want anything to do with listening to the word of God & following the Lord Jesus Christ. But our responsibility as a
Christian is to TRY to reach the lost whether they want to hear from us or not, that’s what makes it so difficult at times,
you know what is BEST for these ‘sorry-souls’, but they still won’t turn to the Lord for help – it’s heart-breaking! People
are so hardened, so brainwashed by the world & the TV. But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost: In whom
the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ,
who is the image of God, should shine unto them. 2 Cor 4v3+4 For ye were sometimes darkness, but now are ye light in
the Lord: walk as children of light: Eph 5v8 – Remember, YOU were once lost like these folk! Let us all try harder to reach
them before it’s too late. Lord willing, we shall be starting up again a Christian literature table at a local car boot this year
as so many people attend these places. We will give away free of charge, as many tracts, booklets, CDs & DVDs as we can,
praying that souls shall be saved through this work. Please pray for us. Oftentimes you can have good conversations at
these places!

Grace be with all them that love our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity. Amen.
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Always wanting THE BEST!
Do you always WANT the best? The ‘best’ isn’t always ‘the best’ for you! You go to the supermarket to buy a tin of beans!
There are just two tins left, one has a dent in it the other is perfect. Which one are you going to choose? Which one do
you think the Lord would choose… & WHY? Why do you WANT the ‘best?’ Are you getting ‘the best’ for YOU or for
someone else… WHY? Should you always seek to GET ‘the best?’ What are your motives for making your decisions? You
see, sometimes it is better for you to give the best away & make do with the next one down. These next two passages of
Scripture will explain perfectly as to what I am trying to say… Luke 14v7-11 And he put forth a parable to those which
were bidden, when he marked how they chose out the chief rooms; saying unto them, When thou art bidden of any
man to a wedding, sit not down in the highest room; lest a more honourable man than thou be bidden of him; And he
that bade thee and him come and say to thee, Give this man place; and thou begin with shame to take the lowest room.
But when thou art bidden, go and sit down in the lowest room; that when he that bade thee cometh, he may say unto
thee, Friend, go up higher: then shalt thou have worship in the presence of them that sit at meat with thee. For
whosoever exalteth himself shall be abased; and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted.
Mat 23v1-12 Then spake Jesus to the multitude, and to his disciples, Saying, The scribes and the Pharisees sit in Moses'
seat: All therefore whatsoever they bid you observe, that observe and do; but do not ye after their works: for they say,
and do not. For they bind heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, and lay them on men's shoulders; but they
themselves will not move them with one of their fingers. But all their works they do for to be seen of men: they make
broad their phylacteries, and enlarge the borders of their garments, And love the uppermost rooms at feasts, and the
chief seats in the synagogues, And greetings in the markets, and to be called of men, Rabbi, Rabbi. But be not ye called
Rabbi: for one is your Master, even Christ; and all ye are brethren. And call no man your father upon the earth: for one
is your Father, which is in heaven. Neither be ye called masters: for one is your Master, even Christ. But he that is
greatest among you shall be your servant. And whosoever shall exalt himself shall be abased; and he that shall humble
himself shall be exalted.

The Ministry Years Volume Two!
th

Well this newsletter is the 60 issue we have produced, & it will complete the next ‘Ministry Years’ (Volume Two).
If you would like to order one, please let us know. Like last time, we shall probably ONLY order 100.
You ‘think’ I’m bold…
A friend to TfT! called Mr TS recently sent us a copy of a letter he sent to every MP in 1994 regarding lowering the age of
consent for sodomy. 560 letters & tracts were sent out & 17 replies came back with only 2 supportive! The letter goes
like this… Dear Sir/Madam, As the duty of Government is to rid the land of evil, I write to remind you of your duty with
regard to lowering the age of consent for the practice of sodomy, that abomination in the eyes of God, that is worthy of
death. It is well realised that some of you are adulterers & some of you are sodomites & some of you practice other forms
of perversion. Most of you are wastrels & self-seekers, otherwise this issue would not even be considered, but thankfully,
even among you, there are those who are concerned by the state of things. Although you may consider yourselves
important people, you need to know ‘that God is no respecter of persons’ & that at the end He shall judge all things
according to his righteousness, & if ‘for every idle word that men shall speak, they shall give account thereof in the day of
judgement’. How much more condemnation shall they receive who seek to put the youth of our nation at the mercy of
perverts. I implore you, therefore, do not even consider lowering the age of consent for sodomy, but rather think of making
it illegal altogether. Remember, ‘Righteousness exalteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people.’ Yours sincerely, TS.
Now my friend Tom is VERY bold, much bolder than I am. I totally agree with what his has written because what he has
written is 100% Scriptural! But, like he said to me, things are different TODAY in regard to the response you would get if
you sent that letter to every MP in 2012…!!!
Since turning 40…
Well to be brutally honest, since turning 40 years of age, my body seems to have broken down quite a bit. The torn
muscle in my shoulder & the operation, I’m still trying to fully recover from. Now my hip is in need of an operation,
probably a hip resurface. I used to be a pretty fast runner once, now I am counting the steps down before it gets too
painful & I have to have the operation. Through all of this Donna has stood by me helping me through everything. I am
very grateful that I have such a loving wife. We are also so blessed to have two wonderful children who have also stood
with us & worked tirelessly in the ministry & now in JDA. God has blessed us all with a great team & I am so thankful to
Him for it. I hope & pray that I’ll soon be much ‘fitter’ & be able to walk without so much pain. I am in His hands & I trust
the Lord Jesus Christ all the way. Please continue to pray for us all.

Will this be just another mundane week for you, or are you going to make it count for the Lord?
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52 Hymns – The Light of the Kingdom – by Peter Murcott
If you love good scriptural hymns, you will love Peter Murcott’s new collection. His new book is ONLY £3.00 & can be
purchased by calling 01624 611483 OR by writing to A Christian Concern, 8 Selborne Drive, Douglas, Isle of Man
IM2 3LS. Peter has a desire & a passion to reach the lost souls of this world with the Gospel!
The GAY who found THE WAY!
Note the enclosed tract! I thought this was quite an amazing tract, even though it is dated now! I have a few left if
you would like more. Rom 1v27 And likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their
lust one toward another; men with men working that which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves that
recompence of their error which was meet. How plain can Scripture be?

FREE Koran in Germany!

How about that!!!
LIES in German means ‘Read’ but someone forgot to check that in ENGLISH before establishing a whole campaign
around the word!!! Quality!
A Friend in London!
I won’t name this guy as not to embarrass him, but there is a guy in Tottenham, London, who has REALLY impressed me of
late! He hasn’t got much money I believe, but he pays his bills on time (unlike some Christians I could name!) & that
impressed me, but more than that, this guy has sent us a number of blank CDs & sleeves to use just to help with the
ministry. This young man is part of Time for Truth! & is helping to get the word of God out! We DON’T ask for money, beg
for money or ‘hint’ at it, as many ‘ministries’ do (even AV Bible Believing ones!) We work with what God gives us, if the
money stops so does the work, He is in control & we trust Him to meet our needs! People like this guy in London are just
obedient to the Lord & because of their willingness to help & support in getting the word of God out, the Lord will bless
them, use them & give them FRUIT! Selfish Christians bare very little fruit if at all! I just wanted to let this guy know how
much I appreciated what you did without embarrassing you… I hope it has embarrassed ALL THOSE Christians who are just
on the ‘take’ & never GIVE to the Lord’s work! God knows our heart, & God knows YOURS!
Sermons on the Time for Truth! Website!
It has been very encouraging to see that nearly 350 sermons have been listened to on our website. We pray that the word
of God is ministering to many Christians & is helping them along in their Christian walk. If you have been blessed by one
of our sermons please pass on the details to other Christians. Many thanks! We indeed thank the Lord that He is using
these sermons on the website & the CDs that go out week after week.
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Yes, the King James Bible IS Perfect - A Biblical response to Bible critics
Introduction - This article is based on the writer’s response to a leaflet published some years ago that declares the King
James Bible to be imperfect. It is hoped therefore that this article will encourage all true Bible believers to hold fast to the
AV1611 as “all scripture...given by inspiration of God” 2 Timothy 3:16.
Critical Inconsistency
The leaflet begins with the statement that the AV1611 “is an excellent translation” and “the word of God in English.”
However, its last paragraph asks “What is the word of God today?” The answer is that “The word of God exists wherever a
faithful translation is made of what was originally written. To a very high degree, that is what the KJV is.” That is, the
AV1611 is not “an excellent translation” nor “the word of God in English” but rather “a faithful translation” that isn’t quite
“the word of God” but contains “the word of God…to a very high degree.” This type of inconsistency is typical of Bible
critics.
Old Fashioned English
It is not surprising then to read that the AV1611 English is “old fashioned.” However, Dr Lawrence M. Vance has shown in
his book Archaic Words and the Authorised Version that much of the AV1611 vocabulary is found in many respected
contemporary journals. Dr Edward F. Hills has said “the English of the King James Version…is not a type of English that was
ever spoken anywhere. It is biblical English…” See The King James Version Defended, p 218. “The English of the King
James Version” is therefore both familiar and timeless.
The leaflet, of course, does not mention the many contemporary AV1611 expressions, e.g. “addict,” “artillery,” “God save
the king,” “powers that be,” “head in the clouds,” “housekeeping,” “communication,” “learn by experience,” “labour of
love,” “shambles,” “advertise,” “publish,” “beer,” “the course of nature” etc. This is yet more inconsistency, of which
Proverbs 11:1 states:
“A false balance is abomination to the LORD.”
Differences between AV1611 Editions
The leaflet, predictably, objects to differences between AV1611 editions. However, in Translators Revived pp 223-224,
Alexander McClure describes the results of a comparison between six AV1611 editions, including the original 1611 edition,
carried out by the American Bible Society in 1849-1852. He states:
“The number of variations in the text and punctuation of these six copies was found to fall but little short of twenty-four
thousand. A vast amount! Quite enough to frighten us, till we read the Committee’s assurance, that “of all this great
number, there is not one which mars the integrity of the text, or affects any doctrine or precept of the Bible.””
In spite of this 160 year-old assurance, the leaflet then cites 8 notable examples drawn from 421 readings where the
contemporary AV1611 is claimed to differ significantly from the 1611 AV1611. They are as follows, the 1611 reading
followed by the 2012 reading, with this writer’s comments.
1. Genesis 39:16, “her lord” versus “his lord”
1 Peter 3:6 and Esther 1:22 show that both readings are correct. Unlike Sarah, Potiphar’s wife was not a godly woman but
her attempted infidelity did not affect her status before her husband in God’s sight.
2. Leviticus 20:11, “shall be put to death” versus “shall surely be put to death”
The omission of “surely” from verse 11 in the 1611 edition is a printing error but the text is not affected.
3. Deuteronomy 5:29, “my commandments” versus “all my commandments”
The 2012 edition simply has added emphasis.
4. 2 Kings 11:10, “in the temple” versus “in the temple of the Lord”
2 Kings 11 reads “house of the Lord” in verses 3, 4 twice, 7, 15, 18, 19 and “temple of the Lord” in verse 13 so there is no
contradiction between editions about the identity of the “the temple” in verse 10.
5. Isaiah 49:13, “God hath comforted” versus “the Lord hath comforted”
Both editions are consistent with respect to the identity of the Comforter in verse 13.
6. Ezekiel 24:7, “poured it upon the ground” versus “poured it not upon the ground”
The 1611 reading is a printing error, corrected in subsequent editions.
7. 1 Timothy 1:4, “edifying” versus “godly edifying”
There is no uncertainty in either edition about the “godly” nature of the edifying.
8. 1 John 5:12, “the Son” versus “the Son of God”
Both editions are clear about the identity of “the Son” although the 2012 AV1611 reading is more explicit. It was
introduced in 1638, according to Dr. Scrivener, The Authorized Version of the English Bible (1611), p 193.
The American Bible Society has this appraisal:
“That the edition of 1611, although prepared with very great care, was not free from typographical errors; and that, while
most of these were corrected in the edition of 1613, others in much greater number were nevertheless then introduced,
which have since been removed. That the revision of Dr. Blaney made by collating the then current editions of Oxford and
Cambridge with those of 1611 and 1701 had for its main object to restore the text of the English Bible to its original purity:
and that this was successfully accomplished.”
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God’s Word Before 1611
Typically for such publications, the leaflet asks “Where was the perfect, inerrant, preserved word of God in 1610?” Dr.
Miles Smith explains in The Translators to the Readers.
“Truly (good Christian Reader) we never thought from the beginning, that we should need to make a new Translation, nor
yet to make of a bad one a good one…but to make a good one better, or out of many good ones, one principal good one,
not justly to be excepted against; that hath been our endeavor, that our mark.”
Marginal Differences
Again, typically, the leaflet states that “The KJV translators suggest thousands of corrections...[the 1611 translators] did
not believe they had picked exactly the right word or phrase in every case. They included the following in the margin:
4,223 more literal meanings, 2,738 alternative translations and 104 variant readings.”
The marginal insertions show that the AV1611 translators were honest researchers. Of their efforts, the Trinitarian Bible
Society stated in Fruit Among The Leaves, Quarterly Record, July-September 1980, No. 472 that “In most cases the reading
in the text of the Authorised Version is superior to the alternative given in the margin.” Significantly, the TBS has not
identified any inferior readings in the text.
“Imperfections in the KJV”
The leaflet concludes with 32 ‘imperfections’ in the Av1611. See Table 1. The ecumenical agreement between the NIV,
NKJV, Rome (JB, Jerusalem Bible) and Watchtower (NWT, New World Translation) should be noted.
Table 1
‘X’ Marks the Spot - “Imperfections” in the AV1611, ‘Corrected’ by Modern Versions
John 1:32-1 Peter 1:11: the Spirit as “it”, “itself” to “he”, “himself”
Acts 12:4:
“Easter” to “Passover”
Genesis 44:7-Galatians 6:14:
“God forbid” to e.g. “Never may that happen”, NWT, Romans 6:15
Titus 2:13, 2 Peter 1:1: “the great God and our Saviour” to “our great God and Saviour”
Acts 1:20:
“bishoprick” to “office” or similar
Acts 19:37:
“churches” to “temples”
Verse ↓
John 1:32
Romans 8:16
Romans 8:26
1 Peter 1:11
Acts 12:4
Genesis 44:7
Genesis 44:17
Joshua 22:29
Joshua 24:16
1 Samuel 12:23
1 Samuel 14:45
1 Samuel 20:2
Job 27:5
Luke 20:16
Romans 3:4
Romans 3:6
Romans 3:31
Romans 6:2
Romans 6:15
Romans 7:7
Romans 7:13
Romans 9:14
Romans 11:1
Romans 11:11
1 Corinthians 6:15
Galatians 2:17
Galatians 3:21
Galatians 6:14
Titus 2:13
2 Peter 1:1
Acts 1:20
Acts 19:37
‘Improvements’

JB

NWT

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
91 %

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
84 %
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NIV
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
97 %

NKJV
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
94 %

Conclusion
Having studied the supposed ‘imperfections’ of the AV1611 for over 25 years, this writer agrees with the J.A. Moorman’s
comment in When The KJV Departs From The “Majority” Text p 28. J. A. Moorman is addressing ‘minority’ readings in the
AV1611 but his comments apply to all AV1611 readings.
“When a version has been the standard as long as the Authorized Version, and when that version has demonstrated its
power in the conversion of sinners, building up of believers, sending forth of preachers and missionaries on a scale not
achieved by all other versions and foreign language editions combined; the hand of God is at work. Such a version must
not be tampered with. And in those comparatively few places where it seems to depart from the majority reading [or from
however many supposedly ‘improved’ readings], it would be far more honouring toward God’s promises of preservation to
believe that the Greek and not the English had strayed from the original!” Amen.

My testimony of how I got saved by Leeon Andrew
I never thought about life after death. To me, death seemed like something that was distant into the
future. Ever since I was a child my grandmother would always try and get me to attend church. And I did
but only once. It was Sunday school and this was at a Methodist church. I was around 10 years old and
the only thing I remember was loads of kids running around the room and free chocolate, apart from the
chocolate, it wasn't a great experience for me. For years I have felt there was something missing in my
life. Money, video games, gadgets just didn't satisfy me. One evening on April 2011 my mum was
watching a video on YouTube, it was Angelica Zambrano's “23 hours dead, heaven and hell testimony”.
This video made me think about my eternal destination, life after death was something I always avoided and didn't want
to talk about. After watching this video I was terrified because I didn't want to die and go to hell. Back then I didn't really
know a lot about the Gospel. I went on the internet, repeated the “sinners prayer” and thought that I would have to live a
perfect life to get to heaven. A couple of weeks afterwards, I attended this church. This was a fairly large church; I know
they had many branches in London and around the world. As I walked in, one of the leaders was walking back and forth at
the front of the congregation speaking a language, which at the time I thought it was Hebrew. Later I was told he was
“speaking in tongues”. At this church I didn't hear the gospel and I didn't understand it, I was told to purchase a book from
them titled “key facts for new Christians” by Dag Heward Mills which I did. This book didn't help me at all; it just confused
me especially the part where it mentioned what you need to do in order to speak in tongues. This book gave me the
impression that I have to do all these things before I can receive the Holy Ghost and then pass as an official Christian. The
people were friendly while I was there, but once I had left they pretty much didn't want anything more to do with me.
Afterwards I then attended this mega church (at the time not knowing it was a Charismatic church), there were probably
around 8000 people and the majority were around my age (23). The first thing I noticed when I walked in was the loud
music, colourful lights and of course the big screen television on the stage. The people were jumping up and down to the
music like I see in football stadiums. It was very lively like a rock concert. When it came to the preaching I looked around
and noticed people falling asleep, leaving early and playing on their mobile phones. The preaching was always feel good,
“God is going to bless you”, they would say “you are robbing God if you don't pay your tithe!” and they even had special
tithe music, sin and hell was never mentioned. They used various Bible versions, the preacher usually quoted from two or
three different Bible versions and I couldn't keep up. I probably owned nearly all the popular modern Bibles, so before I
went to church I had to think about what Bible to bring with me and sometimes I would take them all. After 7 months of
attending this church I left. Not once did I meet the pastor, it seemed like I would have to book an appointment with his
secretary. This church was all about filling seats, entertainment using worldly gimmicks to get people through the door. I
then went to another church which had around 5000 people. This was again a tongue speaking church but at first I didn't
know that until I attended a prayer meeting. At this prayer meeting everyone spoke in tongues, I was the only one in the
room that wasn't speaking in tongues. I was looking around at everyone else thinking to myself “why can't I do that?” I felt
like God had left me out and I actually wanted to leave but I didn't want to be disrespectful so I stayed until the end. I saw
people laying hands on each other and speaking in tongues for those who required healing and jobs. When I read Acts 2:113 I read they were foreign languages and I was even using an NLT at the time, but then people were telling me that it's a
private prayer language. So I thought that perhaps I wasn't reading correctly. I knew the Bible said in 1 Corinthians 14:27
“If any man speak in an unknown tongue, let it be by two, or at the most by three, and that by course; and let one
interpret.” Now this wasn't something I was seeing, in a room with 40 people, all I saw was people speaking nonsense
when the Bible says “Let all things be done decently and in order.” 1 Corinthians 14:40. After this prayer meeting I went
home really saddened. I asked God to show me the truth. God showed me that there are many false preachers, churches,
Bibles and that many are deceived. I found out about the AV 1611 King James Bible being God's perfect, preserved word
for the English speaking people by watching many of Bryan Denlinger's YouTube videos. I was in fact shocked how much
has been removed from these modern Bibles. Once I began reading the King James Bible my eyes were opened. This
whole time I was trying to earn my salvation, thinking there was more that I needed to do in order to be saved. When I
sinned I would break down and cry because of the fear of God sending me to hell. I know that I'm a sinner and need my
sins to be forgiven. On 9th February 2012, I made Jesus Christ my Lord and Saviour.
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What jobs are you doing in your church? What COULD you do?
As I have often stated in previous newsletters, there are a very few people in the church who actually do the work needed
for the church to function & run efficiently & effectively. Most Christians in Church are very apathetic & lazy when it
comes to the jobs that need to be done. Most Christians DON’T care about the way the church (the Lord’s house) looks
i.e. run down or untidy, yet they wouldn’t have their own houses looking like this. So what are YOU doing to help in the
church that you attend? Who takes the rubbish out or goes to the tip? Who cleans? Who makes the tea? Who looks
after the heating? Who looks after the administration? Who changes the bulbs? Who does the shopping? Who does the
DIY? Who pays the bills? Do you leave all this to the pastor/minister? How nice of you! Isn’t it time you started working
FOR THE LORD? James 4v17 Therefore to him that knoweth to do good, and doeth it not, to him it is sin. Prov 18v9 He
also that is slothful in his work is brother to him that is a great waster. Ecc 10v18 By much slothfulness the building
decayeth; and through idleness of the hands the house droppeth through.
Article by Lordson Roch…
Daily I learn lessons in my life and many a times I write it down on a notepad what I have learnt on a
particular day. My lessons may be simple but they are special treasures to me and they mean a lot to
me. These are lessons I have learnt on personal level, church level, mission level, doctrinal level. These
are not everything but few I have the privilege of sharing with you my beloved readers. Today I would
like to share few things I have learnt and if you think they are valuable and profitable then ponder over it for some time
and apply them to your life! “Stand firm, stand strong, stand true, for in the long run you will either have to change your
friends or your convictions. I would rather lose my friends but not my biblical convictions” “Man goes to hell today not
because he is a sinner (Jesus died for the sins of the whole world) but because he chose to reject the Lord Jesus Christ”
“I‘ve built a boundary around me and the truth I have, lest I jump out and compromise with false they have, I teach the
same to my church, for my innocent sheep are liable to be deceived by their cunning wolves. For I know a little leaven
leaventh the whole lump” “Every Pastor /Preacher is responsible of making his converts that with what he wins them
with. True gospel true converts, false gospel false converts. No gospel just pew warmers” “Every Christian ought to be a
brainwashed Bible believing Christian. We must have our brain washed by the precious Holy Word of God” “Each new day
is a opportunity and a privilege to live for Christ and stand for Christ” “This is the difference between religion and
Christianity…in religion man makes gods BUT in Christianity God made man” “Don’t waste your life, live each day for Jesus,
He will give you the power to fight, and yes He will make your life so bright” “Being in the will of God will keep you from
making wrong decisions or wrong decisions will keep you from being in the will of God” “For I really don’t know what’s
tomorrow for me but this I know, the one who leads me I love Him very much and He loves me unconditionally” “Yet
times when I feel low, from my knees in Gods ears my pain I blow, lo comes His grace in a gushing flow, I am up and
rejoicing with Jesus glow” “Every morning I wake up from my bed and every night as I lay myself on my bed, I am always
overwhelmed by His grace toward me, My God is so amazing. Can’t thank The Lord enough” “If you wanna be a crown
wearer in heaven you better be a cross wearer on earth” “God showers the unexpected blessings upon our lives when we
obey His expected commands of His word” “God is so good, my life is so beautiful and Jesus is the cause for every joy in
my life” “Every time I read my Bible the Lord makes my faith even stronger, every time I bow in prayer The Lord fills me
with His power” “Soul winning is not a burden but a blessing. He who is against it is a contradiction for the faith”
“Whether small sin or big sin, in the sight of God it is a sin. Guess what I is in between SIN” “If only every Christian had the
compassion for perishing souls and a passion to win them to the Lord, surely we could turn the world upside down. But
sad isn’t it that many Christians are lukewarm and lazy. Let us who are zealous of soul winning keep on keeping on and
make a difference” “Sometimes in life certain things are so painful But the good news is no matter where you are, what’s
happening in your life, if you are loving and obeying God, you are right now in the absolute perfect will of God. That is safe
and it makes me feel happy about life” “When I pray I talk to God and when I read Gods word, God talks to me” “A
preacher who has NO conviction in the TRUTH is a compromiser and confusion and a catastrophe to his church and
country” Well these are few of my daily lessons I have learnt and jotted down. Stay true to God’s word, Love the Lord with
all your heart, with all your soul and with all your mind and with all your strength. And now go set the world on fire for
the Lord.
Bottling it all up!
Some of us aren’t very good at opening up to each other regarding our feelings, the problems we are going through, or the
pain we are experiencing. Some Christians don’t even pour out their hearts to the Lord, sadly to say. If you are really
struggling in life at present, the best thing to do is get alone with God & pour out EVERYTHING to Him. Then, if you have a
close Christian friend you can trust, share what you feel you can with them & ask them to pray with you & for you.
Recently someone sent me an article saying that we ought to ‘confess’ our sins to each other: the reason they said this
was because they were using modern PERVERTED Bibles e.g. NIV, NKJV, RSV etc. You are NOT to ‘confess’ your SINS to
each other, you may confess your ‘faults’ but NOT your sins. We all need Christian friends to help, support & pray with us,
but ultimately you are to confess your daily sins to God ONLY!!! James 5v16 Confess your faults one to another, and pray
one for another, that ye may be healed. The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much.
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Time for Truth! Keeps Growing!
In this day of technology, it is very interesting to see what
countries have viewed our website (see chart). Each week we
add sermons, studies & other ‘bits & pieces’ that we think will
help the Christian in his daily walk with the Lord. We have
introduced new tabs & information that will also challenge the
sinner if he is led to our website. Toy does a great job in
keeping it updated! We are also always adding articles &
studies that DESTROY Bible correctors & critics of the AV, like
White-wash & his ‘simple’ friends!
You will also find
information that clowns like ‘Dawkins & Hawking’ can’t
swallow. The website has been a tremendous help to myself in
many ways, because I just haven’t the time to correspond with
Bible critics, cult-members & other deceived ‘human-beings’, I
can just copy & paste a link & say ‘Here son, cop a load of
that!!!’ This usually sorts out the men from the boys. The Lord
willing, we shall continue to grow the website & continually
stand for the TRUTH in this day & age of lies! Am I therefore
become your enemy, because I tell you the truth? Gal 4v16. Quite incredible how many countries are looking at us!

Bible Studies on CD!
Each week we usually put out two Bible studies on CD, those of you who are on our free CD mailing list receive these
weekly as you know. Even though certain Books are chosen, the studies include a wide range of topics & issues, too many
to mention here! So far we have produced over 70 hours’ worth of Bible studies. They are as follows…
Philippians (completed) – 19 CDs
Colossians – 22 (so far)
Ecclesiastes – (completed) 29 CDs
Romans – 14 CDs (so far) & we’re only on Rom 1v26!!!
We duplicate 80 CDs a week! If you would like a set of the CD Bible studies please let us know.
We would appreciate it if you would cover the cost of shipping & duplication (If you can!!!)
Update on JDA (up to April 2012)
The Lord is really blessing us in our Christian company! From setting up in Nov 2011, we started to turn the corner in Feb
2012 & March proved an excellent month for sales. April was also quite good. We are selling on behalf of a number of
companies & we are also producing a range of products on our own. We just pray & hope that the Lord will continue to
‘bring in the sales’, so we can continue to live off it & pour money into the Christian work (TfT!) Thank you to all of you
who have supported us through prayer, we really do appreciate it.
From a Gun to the Two Edged Sword! (Heb 4v12)
Before I was a Bible Believing Christian I was a cowboy (see photos!) Now, Instead of
a colt 44 for an offensive weapon, I own a Black-Backed-AV1611 (which happens to
be the deadliest weapon there is) I can clear the scabbard, wield it around my head
twice & cut off a Bible ‘correctors’ head before you can say ‘James-whitewash-is-abible-correcting-heretic!!!’ So if you’re going to take on the AV Kid & his Bible
Believing ‘gang’ (‘Sundance’-O’Reilly & ‘Wild-Bill’-Kinney!) you had first better ask
yourself… “Is it worth dying for?” There are many Bible ‘correctors’ laying cold in ‘Boot-Hill’…don’t
make that mistake of thinking you can ‘correct’ the word of God, otherwise you may have to meet us at
Noon, at the ‘AV-Corral’.
When & ‘where’ was the last time you left a BIBLE?
You can pick up an AV Bible cheap from second hand & charity shops. Why not buy a couple & when you next visit the
dentist or doctors, leave one on the table next to the magazines! We did this only last week when Donna went to the
dentist. Who knows who will pick it up & read it, or where it will land up? Pray that the Lord will guide people to it & that
the Scriptures will be a comfort to those who are in trouble & distress. Rom 15v4 For whatsoever things were written
aforetime were written for our learning, that we through patience and comfort of the scriptures might have hope.

He that committeth sin is of the devil; for the devil sinneth from the beginning. For this
purpose the Son of God was manifested, that he might destroy the works of the devil.
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TfT News! Issue 60 - A VERY SPECIAL EDITION!

Due to this issue being the 60 TfT News! & will make up the last newsletter for our next ‘Ministry Years,’ I asked my
favourite Bible teacher Dr Peter S Ruckman if he would consider doing an article for me to include in it. He kindly agreed,
which was a great encouragement & blessing to me. This is a man that pours his whole life out serving the Lord, so for
him to take on extra work (i.e. an article for TfT!), shows how thoughtful & dedicated he is.

Dr Peter S Ruckman’s Article exclusively for Time for Truth News! (Issue 60)
April 24, 2012. Bro. John Davis. Time for Truth
Dear Brother Davis,
I am getting the material you have been sending and appreciate it very much. It is very valuable.
You are one of the few "true blue" King James men that is left in England.
I got your invitation to write an article to contribute to your publication coming up. You wrote, "He could put
whatever he likes in it and choose his own subject. We wouldn’t edit a word. Or he could pick any of the following
titles." The list of the titles you sent could go anywhere from 10 pages to 120 pages. So, I thought I'd answer each
one of them as shortly as I could to give you the information.
The first thing you suggest is:
1 "Looking back, the most important thing I have learned."
Answer:
The most important thing that I have learned is that I am not able to guide and conduct my life intelligently. Only God
can. I do not have the wisdom to know what’s good and bad for me, but He does.
2 "If I had time all over again."
Answer:
If I had time all over again, I wouldn’t have looked at some of the dirty stuff that I looked at and would not have
done some of the pornographic sketches and stuff that I did before I got right with the Lord.
3 "The Authorized Version to me."
Answer:
Nobody taught me the Authorized Version was anything. I learned it by reading it: a stolen copy at that. I stole it out
of a drunk’s room when I was under conviction and going to the Catholic Church. I learned the Bible by myself in
dealing with it, arguing with it, fighting with it, and going against it. While doing this, I lost about five pounds a week
for four weeks. I saw that thing say things that could not be taught in any school in the world. By the time I went to
Bob Jones University (1952), I had read it through six times. As a consequence when I came in there (without
knowing it), I was "loaded for bear." I’ve been "loaded" ever since. I have had no one help me. The people who try to
figure out who taught me what I believe have never been able to decide anything except that either God taught me
or the Devil taught me because I couldn’t have learned it any place else. Nobody in my home was a Bible believer-Father, Mother, Brother, Sister, Uncle, or Aunt. Nobody at the University of Alabama where I went to school ever
talked to me about any version of the Bible. Nobody where I went to school at Kansas State Agricultural College told
me anything about the Bible. When Hugh Pyle led me to Christ, we didn’t discuss the Bible itself at all or, any version
at all. What I learned, I learned reading it through 150 times.
4 "The hardest part of my life for me has been."
Answer:
The hardest part of the Christian life for me has always been to keep my eyes on Jesus Christ and remember that I
must give account of myself to God and nobody else. You are always dealing with people and getting mixed up with
people in all kinds of mix-ups. For example: I’ve been taken to court four times, had my life threatened two or three
times and a loaded weapon were involved. With those things going on, it is awful hard to keep your mind on the
Lord. But, that’s where I know it should be.
5 "What I would change if I could."
Answer:
The answer to that is very simple. I wouldn’t change anything I’m doing right now except I could do it better if God
would give me some eyesight. If I could change anything right now, I would want my eyes changed so that the
macular degeneration doesn’t get in my way and I could do the reading I used to do, and the writing I used to do,
and the painting I used to do, and could get enough of my youth back so I could still play hockey and throw a mullet
net. I can do none of these things. I would change all of them if I could.
6 "About getting serious with God."
Answer:
I’ve always been serious with God since I came to know Him. And it was knowing Him that scared the fire out of me
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and got me saved to start with. I’ve always considered from that day forward that He is the final authority in all
matters of faith and practice and that He has given me a Book that I can look to as the absolute authority in all
matters of faith and practice.
7 "The Lord and Dr. Peter Ruckman."
Answer:
The answer to that is that I call myself the "Lord’s junkyard dog". I consider myself to be a "servant" of God. Period!
And that is all. On my desk is a wooden plaque sent to me by Christians in the Philippines. It sits on my desk in my
office and says, "Peter S Ruckman, God’s Servant". And that is where I stand with the Lord all the way. As to whether
I am a good servant or a bad servant of a medium servant, that is His business. I call myself the "Lord’s junkyard dog"
because a man, who didn’t particularly care for me, told me once that I had the personality of a junkyard dog. It
struck me as just being proper. It didn’t bother me at all because he didn’t know that I was from an Army family of
four generations; which included Major-Generals, Colonels and Captains. He didn’t know that the branch I came
from in the Infantry was called, "Dogface". To prove it, we were all given "dog tags". So, I’ve always assumed that
my job for the Lord was to stay in a junkyard where they threw away an old Book nobody wanted. And when the
Lord put me in here, He told me that I am His servant, I am His "junkyard dog" back there with the stuff people have
thrown out. He said, "Take care of my old Book they’ve thrown out. If anybody climbs over the fence and tries to use
it that doesn’t believe it, bite the seat of his britches out!" So that is what I have been doing now for sixty-two years.
8 "Things I love and things I hate."
Answer:
I am not a very good "hater." I don’t hate anybody enough to go kill ‘em. Sometimes I might have wished that maybe
somebody would do it, but I do hate nearly all members of the National Educational Association for taking the Bible
away from three generations of children and then teaching them sodomy in the Primary grades. After they teach
them about sodomy, abortions, easy divorces, and race mixing, they fail to teach them how to read or write.
Generations of young people with no character at all.
I also hate all the so-called modern versions: something like 220 corrupt English versions. I know they must hate my
Book because they have changed it in more than thirty-five thousand places which is more than one change per
verse. If you take all the changes that have been made in the RSV and the New RSV, and the ASV and the New ASV,
and the IV and the NIV, just those, you would have thirty-five thousand alterations from the King James text. I hate
that junk and consider it stuff you would use for the cat to sit on or the bird cage.
Things I love. If anyone would judge me by my actions or my conduct it would be pretty obvious. I love my wife and
am true to her and try to treat her right and supply all her needs so she doesn’t have to get a job. I love all my
children, although some of them didn’t turn out the way I want them to be. But I love all my children--ten of them,
and all my grandchildren--twenty of them, and all my great-grandchildren--eight of them. Although I don’t get along
with a couple of the sons and one or two grandchildren. But I don’t hold it against them and don’t bear them
anything like "hate."
Then I love THE BOOK. And, of course, you know what Book I am talking about. The Bible says, "Charity rejoiceth in
the truth." The best thing I have on this earth, aside from the One who is the Way, the Truth, and the Life, is the Book
that He left me. He said, "He that is of God heareth God’s words." He said, "I came into the world to bear witness to
the truth." If a man even makes an attempt to keep the first commandment, to love God, the next item he would
have to love would be what He said: the truth. And that is what I love. I love the truth even when it is against me.
9 "What are we heading into?"
Answer:
If, when you address me you mean we "Americans," I say that we are heading into a holocaust under Martial Law by
a world dictator. I would say that the casualties from where we are headed to would make Hitler’s holocaust look
like a spring picnic. I believe that America hit rock bottom in 1901 when she exchanged the King James Bible for the
ASV, and then went down about a foot under the muck when FDR came in (1933). I believe that he was a genuine
Communist Socialist, just as Obama, and that when he put part of his Supreme Court together, he got in as many
Communists as he could get in and they have been with us ever since. We are not heading into something right now,
we are in it. This is the last generation as it is described in the Book of Proverbs. This is the last generation before
the Devil’s son-"the son of Perdition"-"the seed of the serpent"- "the man of sin" -shows up. I wouldn’t give us two
years before he shows up. That is only a guess. I don’t know that. But I would give it about two years.
We are living in these "last days" before the Rapture. I believe we should "occupy till He comes". And as Martin
Luther said one day when they asked him what he would do if he knew the Lord was coming tomorrow night, he said
that he would go right on hoeing his little old patch of potatoes. I would go on trying to do something for the Lord
even though I’m not capable of doing it like I did before because of my bad eyes. I still do what I can. Although I have
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had to give up nine classes at the school, I am still teaching five Bible classes, and still broadcasting on two radio
stations, and I don’t know how many places with the Drawing Men To Christ.
10 "What did I miss out on?"
Answer:
Whatever it was, I didn’t miss it, and don’t miss it now. In my coming up I was put through just about every kind of
thing that you could imagine, except I never got involved with drugs or sex perverts. But, if there is anything else,
sports, art, music, literature, travel, study, liars, crippled people, sick people, dying people, truck farm gardening,
painting, writing, playing musical instruments, going around the equator 75 times--40,000 miles a year for over 50
years--and the study of religions, the study of philosophy, the study of psychology, raising children, raising animals,
teaching men how to kill each other, bar tending, life guarding, dance bands, blue grass bands, jazz combos, the
mafia, the bank robbers, the kidnappers, the world leaders, cooking, sewing, plowing, tilling, teaching, studying,
fishing, hunting, sickness and good health, preaching, teaching, witnessing, court procedures, divorce decrees,
marriage licenses, etc., etc., etc.
I’ve already been in the Ozark’s, I’ve already been in the Rockies’, I’ve been on the top of the Zugspitze overseas and
the Gross Glockner, and the Blue Ridge Parkway, and the Smoky Mountains, and sunrise and sunset over Honolulu,
sunset and sunrise over Manila, Philippines, sunrise and sunset over Korea, sunrise and sunset over Japan in Tokyo,
and sunrise and sunset in Nuremberg, Germany, and in the Ukraine and Russia, and in Bombay and Hyderabad in
India, then in and out of an average of 20 motels a year for more than 50 years. That includes taxi cabs and buses
and tickets and baggage and checking in and checking out, and eating from the menus in forty States out of fifty-two
States. If there is something I missed, I wouldn’t be interested in going back to find it. If I had to die before the Lord
came, you should put on my grave, "God gave him a full cup", and it ran over a long time ago.
11 "What did I miss out on in living my life to the full?"
Answered in #10.
12 "My present thoughts on life."
Answer:
My present thoughts on life are the thoughts that I got right before the time I got saved, the 14th of March, 1949. At
that time, I was ready to quit. At that time, I was looking for a gun to kill myself with and wound up stealing a Bible
instead, but as far as my thoughts on my life are, I have found life to be a tremendous adventure. Good and bad.
Rotten and wonderful. Blessed and cursed. I find life to be, from an individual standpoint, an outstanding example of
God giving a sinner break after break after break that he didn’t deserve; and reward after reward after reward that
he didn’t earn, and have let, (not handfuls of purpose) but "barrels full" of purpose his way, for what reason, I know
not. I just know that none of them were earned or deserved. They were given.
Growing old has been a rotten experience and gets more rotten every day. But when I got saved, I was ready to quit
then. I knew something back in1949, which most Christians don’t learn even if they live to be a hundred years old. I
have learned that the answers are not down here. They are upstairs.
People make fun of us and say, "Well, you are always talking about that pie in the sky." You bet your booties it is in
the sky. It isn’t down here. You say, "How do you know?" I have looked. And don’t tell me that Ruckman hasn’t
looked. Don’t give me that! When I was 28 years old, I knew that the answers were not down here. I knew all the
problems. I just didn’t have any answers.
I painted a whole bunch of series of paintings when I was drunk called, "Psychopathic Symbolisms" and I’ve kept
about fifteen of them. When I show ‘em to people, they think I was saved when I painted them because they are the
biblical view of what I am talking about. But I wasn’t saved. I was drunk and unsaved. But I knew the problems before
I was thirty and I was ready to quit at 28. I am ready to quit right now. I know where the answer is. It is upstairs. It
isn’t down here. There may be blessings ahead or troubles ahead or pain ahead or whatever ahead, but I know one
thing. It ain’t down here! My prayer in the morning is, "even so come Lord Jesus" and at bed at night, "even so come
Lord Jesus". I (in joking gesture speaking, of course) kid people about it, but I want to ask the Lord when I get to
heaven if He didn’t make a mistake in waiting so long. Now, of course, I won’t know what I’m talking about and He
will know what He is doing. He always knows what He is doing. He is always right. And I know it. But there is one
thing that God could not do. He could not come too soon for Pete Ruckman! I would say that if He came tonight, it
would be awful late for me because I’ve known all along that the answer was not down here. I knew that as an
unsaved man. I must confess that sixty-two years of living with the Lord was a "sight better" than the twenty-eight
years I lived for the devil. But I still know that there is nothing ahead down here but hospital beds and graves for any
of us. "The best is yet to come." And it doesn’t come until He comes or until we go to Him. That is my "look on life."
May the Lord bless you brother, and keep up the good work.
Sincerely in Christ, Dr. Peter S Ruckman.
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After reading Dr Ruckman’s article…
I have read Dr Ruckman’s book ‘The Full Cup’; it’s his life’s testimony: I would recommend every Christian reading it.
There are many reasons why I love reading Dr Ruckman’s books; obviously for his wealth of knowledge in the Scriptures –
the Lord has shown him & given him so much more insight into the word of God than any other man I know of, or have
read. But another reason I love reading Ruckman’s work, is because of his honesty & sincerity! He TELLS IT LIKE IT REALLY
IS! He is a MAN, a REAL man in the truest sense of the word! I love his work because I can relate to him, I know what he
means & I know what he is talking about. Some Christians like reading Spurgeon, Whitefield, Lloyd-Jones etc. I like reading
Ruckman! Each to his own! For me, no one talks more sense than Ruckman!
Putting things RIGHT!
At times we all have ‘bust-ups’ in our families, at church, among our friends & neighbours etc. But what do we do about
it, sit back & let the situation fester? What good does that do? By the time I decided to make contact with my mother it
was too late, she had died, as far as I know unsaved (breaks my heart!) & my dad & I haven’t spoken for years. I have
spoken to the Lord about it for years now & finally I have decided to sit down & write him a letter from my heart. I would
encourage all of you who have fallen out with loved ones NOT to leave it a day longer & either make contact or write a
letter. YOU make the first move even though it wasn’t your fault. Ask the Lord as to what He would want you to do! Life
is too short & none of us know how much time we have left. I heard that when Steve McQueen the ‘movie-star’ knew he
was terminally ill, he did two things… 1) He tried to rectify any broken relationships he had with anyone & everyone 2) He
started reading his Bible daily & going to church! DON’T leave it until the last minute to put things right – DO IT TODAY!!!
The Lord will bless you for it. Mat 5v23+24 Therefore if thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest that thy
brother hath ought against thee; Leave there thy gift before the altar, and go thy way; first be reconciled to thy brother,
and then come and offer thy gift. Gal 5v22 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
goodness, faith, Eph 4v32 And be ye kind one to another, tenderhearted, forgiving one another, even as God for Christ's
sake hath forgiven you. Col 3v13-17 Forbearing one another, and forgiving one another, if any man have a quarrel
against any: even as Christ forgave you, so also do ye. And above all these things put on charity, which is the bond of
perfectness. And let the peace of God rule in your hearts, to the which also ye are called in one body; and be ye
thankful. Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and
hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord. And whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do all
in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God and the Father by him. Don’t waste another day in anger or regret!
Eph 4v26 Be ye angry, and sin not: let not the sun go down upon your wrath: Ps 37v8 Cease from anger, and forsake
wrath: fret not thyself in any wise to do evil.

A book every Christian should have in their library!
The "Errors" in the King James Bible - Formerly titled Problem Texts, this book gives you
complete, irrefutable, and Biblical answers to the corrections or alterations of the King James Bible
by Hebrew and Greek scholastic apostates. With this book, Dr. Ruckman answers every major
attack on the words of the Authorized text, as you have it, and shows that no man, living or dead,
has ever proved one error in the text. Not just a new name and look but a major revision of
Problem Texts much easier to read and study. Full colour cover; 511 pages; Glue-bound - Price
£11.00. If you would like to purchase this book just drop us a line or order it on our website
(www.timefortruth.co.uk) This book comes very highly recommended by TfT! It will help you
answer all your Bible critic ‘friends!’ If you think there is an ‘error’ in the AV Bible you NEED to
read this book as soon as possible & then REPENT OF YOUR SIN!!!
DG (Discipleship Group) to START again, MAYBE???!!!! (The venue - Riverside Baptist Church - Exeter)
Well we have an opportunity of starting up the DG down in Exeter once a month! So if you really want a challenge I
suggest you get in contact with Stu Harvey or myself & book your place. It will be run on the exact principle as the ‘old’
DG. If you would like a copy of the schedule please email us. It will run for about 4 hours with breaks & food in-between.
These are the most intense yet enjoyable meetings you will EVER attend! If you don’t want to be challenged regarding
your Christian walk, your honesty & integrity, your whole countenance (including dress & speech) then DON’T come!!! If
you are totally open to the Lord & want to get to know Him better & grow in His word then get your name down on the
list as soon as you can. There are only limited spaces! These meetings WILL change your life!!! Many of the members of
the Discipleship Group in previous years have gone on to do great things for the Lord & they are actively serving Him in
Christian work. We have NEVER taken a DG meeting down in Exeter before so it will be a very welcoming challenge!
Unless you have given your name to either Pastor Stu Harvey or myself you will NOT be able to attend! Contact him on…
stuharvey@fsmail.net OR myself john.e.davis@hotmail.co.uk – Food & stationary will be provided! Just bring your AV
Bible & an open heart before the Lord WANTING TO LEARN!!! Nothing has been FIXED yet as we are all praying about it,
but if you are interested contact Stuart or myself! We shall keep you posted – watch this space!
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Toya’s Article - That which I do…
The Christian walk is certainly not an easy journey, the closer you get to the Lord and the deeper your walk, the
more you realise that your own life is just so far away from what it is supposed to be. We have often said that we
constantly fight against the world, the flesh and the devil and the hardest fight is certainly against the flesh, which
we are in 24/7. Paul wrote in Romans 7 verses 15, 18-20 – ‘For that which I do I allow not: for what I would, that do
I not; but what I hate, that do I …For I know that in me (that is, in my flesh,) dwelleth no good thing: for to will is
present with me; but how to perform that which is good I find not. For the good that I would I do not: but the evil
which I would not, that I do. Now if I do that I would not, it is no more I that do it, but sin that dwelleth in me.’
Oftentimes the things that I know I should do and those I want to do, end up being contrary to what actually occurs,
and just like Paul I end up doing and saying things I hate. The Lord knows that I have a very willing heart to change
the person that I am in order to be more like Him, however the things that I often say and do, do not reflect this
desire. Just as in Romans 7 ‘for to will is present with me’, I have the commitment and longing to do good and yet
‘how to perform that which is good I find not’. One of the biggest struggles for instance is the tongue; learning not
only to say the right things but to say things right. Words are so powerful and can either build someone up or break
someone down, and oftentimes it may not be your intention to do so but you do it anyway. The Lord certainly did
not waste any words and what He spoke was just and fair all the time – He is the Word of life (I John 1v1). Can the
same be said about you and me? What words do we waste? Do we cut people with what we say? There are some
very powerful verses of Scripture regarding the tongue that just need no extra comment as they speak for
themselves… James 3v5-6+8 – ‘Even so the tongue is a little member, and boasteth great things. Behold, how
great a matter a little fire kindleth! And the tongue is a fire, a world of iniquity: so is the tongue among our
members, that it defileth the whole body, and setteth on fire the course of nature; and it is set on fire of hell… But
the tongue can no man tame; it is an unruly evil, full of deadly poison. James 3v10 – ‘Out of the same mouth
proceedeth blessing and cursing. My brethren, these things ought not so to be.’ Matthew 15v11 ‘Not that which
goeth into the mouth defileth a man; but that which cometh out of the mouth, this defileth a man.’ I Peter 3v10 –
‘For he that will love life, and see good days, let him refrain his tongue from evil, and his lips that they speak no
guile’ Psalm 141v3 – ‘Set a watch, O LORD, before my mouth; keep the door of my lips.’ May the Lord help us all
to be more and more like Him and do and say the things that that we ought to. It is a hard run, particularly on this
last straight before the Lord returns, and we are bound to stumble over some of the hurdles ahead, but ‘let us lay
aside every weight, and the sin which doth so easily beset us, and let us run with patience the race that is set
before us.’ Hebrews 12v1
Just another man on a bench!
How do you get a conversation going about important things when talking to a stranger? Today Donna & I were sitting on
a bench in Kidderminster watching the world go by. A man in his 60’s came & sat down next to us. After a few minutes of
silence I asked him whether he was from Kidderminster, because this place has changed so much. We had a brief
conversation about the state of Kidderminster & our country. I also asked him whether he was retired or working, to
which he replied that he was meant to be retired but was doing the odd job which suited him. I then asked him “So have
you found out the meaning of LIFE yet?” He said he hadn’t! I then asked him if he was still looking, to which he replied
that he was. He then said that he hoped his lottery numbers would come up. I asked him if he thought money would
solve all his problems? He said “Yes!” It wasn’t long after, that his wife came & he had to leave. As he was getting up I
said that it was nice talking with him & gave him our tract ‘Why is our country in such a mess?’ He took it & walked off!
Another man sat down right away, so I befriended him with a couple of questions & we gave him our ‘Who Cares?’ tract
before leaving. Just two small situations in life, with two tracts involved; both containing enough of the word of God to
change BOTH these men’s lives for good, & for ever! Incredible really, when you think about it! I wonder what they will
do with the light that has been given to them? May God give us all MORE opportunities to distribute the word of God
everywhere we go! Please keep praying that souls shall be saved!
The Church is NOT ON EARTH during the Tribulation!
The word ‘church’ occurs in 79 Scriptures but DISAPPEARS after Rev 3v14! The word ‘churches’ occurs in 36 verses but
DISAPPEARS in Rev 3v22, & is NOT seen again UNTIL Rev 22v16, where it is found IN HEAVEN!!! The Church will NOT go
through the Tribulation. Here at Time for Truth! we are PRE-Tribulation & PRE-Millennial. If you’re NOT, that’s up to you,
sit in ERROR, we’ll just keep preaching & teaching Scriptural Truth & leave it with you!
Time goes by so quickly…
Are you taking stock of your life? Time rushes by & you get older; are you wasting your time or making
every day count? One of the products that JDA is selling is an hour-glass. Recently I received a sample &
placed it on my desk & just watched it for a while. It made me think about ‘What am I doing with my life?’
Are you concerned about living for God in everything, or just when it suits? Make your life count for Him!
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Dee’s Article - Being a Bible Believing Christian in the 21st Century
As we all know there is now a difference between a Bible Believing Christian and a ‘Christian’. The title Bible Believing
Christian only had to take form because there are so many that have abused the name Christian; today you can be put
under the bracket Christian if you are a Catholic, Mormon or even if you went to ‘Sunday school’ when you were younger.
To say that I’m a Bible Believing Christian because I believe everything that the Bible teaches is true, is embarrassing
because this is how every Christian should be, however this is the only way to separate ourselves from all other ‘Christian
stereotypes’. Today as Bible Believing Christians we are like aliens to everyone else. Compromising Christians don’t
understand our stand and “why we read the Bible so much and take it so seriously” also, the world doesn’t understand us,
as they generally don’t understand (or want to understand) anything Spiritual or anything to do with eternity. Hence why
they wouldn’t understand why you won’t attend work Christmas parties or ‘nights out’. As Bible Believing Christians we
tend to stick out like a sore thumb. Quite often it does seem like we are the only ones that want to do everything we can
to please the Lord, even if it means turning our backs on certain situations because we don’t want to do anything against
God’s will. At times it does feel like we have the harder part of life on earth being Bible Believing Christians because we
constantly are fighting so much; we continually fight the world with all its pleasures and entertainment that it can give. It’s
always a constant battle fighting the world around us, especially with the world being so filthy today. We always see and
hear things that we don’t want to see and hear. It is such a hard battle trying to turn a blind eye to such things, this is why
a lot of times Bible Believing Christians can be so lonely because others (including family) want this and every time you are
around them they will try and drag you down with them i.e. watching ungodly films, starting unnecessary conversations
and family reunions when we’re told we ‘must’ attend. We also fight the flesh, ourselves. Sometimes this can be one of
the hardest battles. There are times when we WANT to do a certain thing because we know it will bring pleasure and glory
to OURSELVES, yet spiritually we begin to tare ourselves apart knowing what we should be doing as a Christian. At times
like this we must get stuck into the Bible and just keep reading and praying. Then lastly the Devil, as we all know the Devil
will do everything and anything to make you fall away from Christ, He just won’t stop. The Bible tells us to submit
ourselves to God… Jas 4v7 Submit yourselves therefore to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you. Stay away
from error and things that can drag you down into sin. It may be hard but we know that it is all done for Christ’s sake and
His glory. Mat 16v25 For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find
it.
Thinking of going to University?
Before you consider going to University, I would suggest you request a copy of Toy’s article, which she has produced in
regard to this. I have asked her to pour out everything she can from start to finish regarding the ‘pros & cons’ of entering
secular University. As you know, she studied a Business & Management degree at Aston University & will hopefully gained
a First. I think her article will be an eye opener to all those who have never gone or who are intending to go, being a
Christian.
Tracts to Australia!
Both John & Kevin are doing a great work reaching the lost ‘down-under’ in Australia! They have ordered hundreds of
tracts & booklets from us! They are investing their money in Christian literature to reach the lost souls in Australia
because they love the Lord Jesus Christ & they are obedient to His word! They have both been a tremendous help &
support to us here at TfT! & we are so encouraged by their stand upon the word of God (AV of course!) & their dedication
in witnessing. Please pray for them.
Does anyone know of an Authorized Version Bible Believing Church in Minehead?
If you do, please let us know as a lovely lady has just recently moved there & is looking for a good solid church that
DOESN’T correct the Bible! She would love to meet up to have some fellowship with Christians who love the Lord!
The word ‘Heart’ in Scripture!
1 Kings 8v38 What prayer and supplication soever be made by any man, or by all thy people Israel, which shall know
every man the plague of his own heart, and spread forth his hands toward this house: Exo 9v14 For I will at this time
send all my plagues upon thine heart, and upon thy servants, and upon thy people; that thou mayest know that there is
none like me in all the earth. Acts 14v17 Nevertheless he left not himself without witness, in that he did good, and gave
us rain from heaven, and fruitful seasons, filling our hearts with food and gladness. The word ‘heart’ refers to what you
think about or meditate upon continually; it is used negatively in Exo 9 & positively in Acts 14!
Gospel ‘Coins!’
I’ve seen a couple of designs before, both from the US I believe. I have a guy getting me a quote from China at present.
They would be similar to an old ten pence (slightly larger) & would have a text on the back & front. It would feel like
aluminium/alloy & would be a great way of getting the Gospel out. You could leave them in telephone boxes i.e. the coin
‘reject’ part, gambling/gaming machines etc. Another great tool to use in your evangelism! Let me know if you’re
interested in buying some! Again we shall sell them AT COST – what WE pay YOU pay!
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Old-Boy in a Plant Nursery!
While visiting a plant nursery, I came into contact with the owner, an old man nearly in his 80’s. He was a very witty guy
with an answer for everything! We had some great banter & then I stumped him… “Seeing you have so much experience
in life, have you found out the meaning of LIFE yet?” He said, “Boy you’ve stumped me, I don’t know!!!” Then I said to him
“Don’t you think it’s about time you found out?” He said “That’s twice!” Then I said “Are you open minded enough to read
something?” He said “Yes!” So I gave him the booklet ‘Is there ‘Life’ AFTER Death?’ It was a great chance to challenge
someone regarding the true meaning of LIFE! Pray he reads it & then asks the Lord to save him before it’s too late!

What have you done FOR THE LORD today?
Feel like giving up at times? Don’t we all?
We can all feel so lonely & depressed at times; I’m no different to you! We all have times where everything seems to be
going against us & we feel as if we just can’t take much more. We may be going through some terrible family problems,
something work related or at church! No matter what your problem is, whatever happens, KEEP TALKING TO THE LORD
about it! If you are going through your toughest trial yet, you NEED (must!) keep pouring out your heart to the Lord. He
loves you & wants to help you through. No-one understands better than the Lord Jesus Christ, so share everything with
Him. 1 Pet 5v6+7 Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God, that he may exalt you in due time:
Casting all your care upon him; for he careth for you. Ps 62v8 Trust in him at all times; ye people, pour out your heart
before him: God is a refuge for us. To be totally honest with you, I personally get fed-up, depressed, & despondent at
times, when I think about those in my family who don’t care for God, the church & the lack of people who come;
Christians everywhere who just DON’T CARE & have very little interest in the Scriptures; the lack of love I see in the world;
the state of our country; people who are very unthankful, ungrateful, arrogant Christians who REALLY think they are
something (especially Bible ‘correctors’! Gal 6v3 For if a man think himself to be something, when he is nothing, he
deceiveth himself), SIN in my own life; the greediness of most people; churches that are dying; poor leadership, knowing
that there are hardly any good Bible teachers around these days… I could fill another couple of pages I’m sure! So with all
this negativity around what can we do? Read the next few verses & BE ENCOURAGED! 1 Sam 30v6 And David was greatly
distressed; for the people spake of stoning him, because the soul of all the people was grieved, every man for his sons and for
his daughters: but David encouraged himself in the LORD his God. Ps 4v3-5 But know that the LORD hath set apart him that is
godly for himself: the LORD will hear when I call unto him. Stand in awe, and sin not: commune with your own heart upon
your bed, and be still. Selah. Offer the sacrifices of righteousness, and put your trust in the LORD. Ps 31v6 I have hated them
that regard lying vanities: but I trust in the LORD. Ps 73v28 But it is good for me to draw near to God: I have put my trust in
the Lord GOD, that I may declare all thy works. Ps 115v11 Ye that fear the LORD, trust in the LORD: he is their help and their
shield. Ps 118v8 It is better to trust in the LORD than to put confidence in man. Prov 3v5 Trust in the LORD with all thine
heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding. Deut 11v13 And it shall come to pass, if ye shall hearken diligently unto
my commandments which I command you this day, to love the LORD your God, and to serve him with all your heart and with
all your soul, Jos 22v5 But take diligent heed to do the commandment and the law, which Moses the servant of the LORD
charged you, to love the LORD your God, and to walk in all his ways, and to keep his commandments, and to cleave unto him,
and to serve him with all your heart and with all your soul. 1 Sam 12v24 Only fear the LORD, and serve him in truth with all
your heart: for consider how great things he hath done for you . What more do I need to say, what can I say; let the

Scriptures SPEAK to your heart & YOU draw near to God & STAY THERE, He will look after you & there are no safer
arms to be in! I love the Lord Jesus Christ so much & thank Him for everything. When I mess up He helps me, when I
go through the good times He is leading me, HE IS EVERYTHING TO ME! If this is my last ever newsletter, I want to
state on RECORD that I love Him with all my heart & that He has NEVER failed me EVER. I have never known such
love nor friendship like the Lord Jesus’. If you are an atheist reading this, I would urge you to read the Bible & ask
God to reveal Himself through His word to you; THEN, repent of your sins, get saved & follow Him for the rest of
your life! If you are a backslider reading this, stop exactly where you are & get down on your knees asking God to
forgive you & recommit your life to following & serving Jesus Christ with ALL YOUR HEART! If you are a ‘lukewarm’
Christian (which really means you are a backslider in state!) ask God to help you love Him more & read His word
asking Him to ‘fire you up’ & to give you a work to do! If you are reading this & you are at a crossroads in your life,
get that AV Bible open & keep reading & asking God which road you should take, He WILL show you! If you are a
Bible ‘corrector’ reading this, honestly ask yourself this question… ‘Is Almighty God happy with my life, & with me
trying to find ‘errors’ in the Authorized Version Bible?’ If your answer is ‘YES’ to that question, then you are a TOTAL
LIAR & cannot be trusted & there is probably no hope left for you now… prepare for the Judgment of God because
you sir, are going to get the whipping of your life THERE!!! If you ‘touch’ THAT Book you shall REAP a judgment from
God that you will NOT believe!!! Your MOUTH shall condemn YOU - Job 9v20 If I justify myself, mine own mouth
shall condemn me: if I say, I am perfect, it shall also prove me perverse. Titus 1v11 Whose mouths must be
stopped, who subvert whole houses, teaching things which they ought not, for filthy lucre's sake.
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Working as a Christian in the Business world!
Those of you who know me know that I am quite a ‘mixed-bag!’ When I first started out in sales & sought after a career, I
wanted to be the top salesman & then become a sales manager & then try for greater ‘things’?! The Lord guided me into
different jobs & taught me many things through different people. He helped me & allowed me to become top salesman
for an international company in my early years. This led to people ‘head-hunting’ me (now it is Bible ‘correctors’ who want
to ‘head-hunt’ me but I fear that’s not for the same reasons!!!) & I was offered a number of opportunities. But through all
of my sales ‘career’ I always took a stand for the Lord & tried my very best NOT to compromise in any of my jobs. I had to
threaten to leave a number of times when certain managers wanted me to compromise – on every occasion the Lord
gained the victory! From my early days as a ‘rep on the road’ to becoming a National Sales Manager I always put the Lord
Jesus Christ first, before every boss I ever worked for. All of them knew this & most of them didn’t like it, but that was my
stand & it was ONLY because I put the Lord first that He gave me success above all my competition. The Lord helped me
to break company records in sales (some of which still haven’t been broken even to this day!), He gave me the biggest
orders ever seen by the companies I worked for & got me into places where I was told it was impossible to get into (Mat
19v26). I have seen first-hand by my competitors & colleagues, because of the success the Lord brought me, jealousy &
envy, hatred & even times where my life was put at ‘risk’ (they thought) by a hateful atheist who tried to scare me by
doing so (I’ve gone through some mad stuff!!!) Through it all, the Lord has brought me through ‘safe & sound’ (Luke
15v27!!! & you wonder where this term comes from!!!) Now that I have grown-up some, I am no longer career minded &
have left the high pressure selling days behind. As you know, the Lord has opened a door for Donna & I (a dream really)
where we have been able to set up a Christian company working for ourselves. In November 2011, we formed ‘JDA’ &
since then have employed Dee as our Office Manager. JDA sells on behalf of six companies into the garden centre market.
So far things are going very well & the Lord is bringing in the sales. Dee has hit the ground running & Donna & I are very
impressed with her. We hope to be employing Toxy soon as our Project Manager & like Dee, she will also bring a great
deal of creativity & ideas to JDA. We just continually give JDA over to the Lord to help us all make a living & use the
money that we earn for the Lord’s work. We would appreciate your prayers regarding this whole venture.
The JWs came back to GET Dee Dee!
A while back the JWs came to the house when Dee was alone. They had a brief chat & exchanged literature. Well today
they returned when I was alone! The old boy (over 60 years as a JW) was accompanied by a younger man. They asked me
whether the ‘dark lady’ was available! I smiled & said that unfortunately she was out & could I help. They asked if I had
looked through the literature they left & I said that I had had a brief look. He then turned me to John 3v16 & started to
read it. When he hit the word ‘begotten’ I asked what it meant. He said created from, so I asked if he had a son, to which
he replied that he did. I said so you ‘begat’ a son? “Yes” he said! So a human begats a human, a donkey begats a donkey?
“Yes!” He said. So God begat God! “NO” he said!!! I said that you can’t have it both ways! Then he asked if I believed
that Jesus was God, so we spoke about this for a few brief moments. I explained some of the differences between us &
took him down the road of corrupt Bibles which he didn’t like. After about 10 minutes covering quite a few issues &
topics, he said “Well in the end, we shall find out that one of us is wrong & one of us is right!” Boy that was a profound
statement! He then said that he wasn’t going to ‘budge’ & neither was I so we’ll have to agree to disagree! This JW, like
all of them, is just a blind, deluded fool who has no interest in reasoning or searching out THE TRUTH, they would rather
follow their organisation instead. He said that he was going to the grave when he died; I told him I was going to Heaven!
He shook his head & then shook my hand, I said goodbye & went & washed my hands!!!
Living in Rented Accommodation!
We have been living in rented accommodation now coming up to four years (Acts 28v30).
Our landlord had left two very large pieces of furniture for us to use all this time, one of
which we used for storing tracts, booklets, CDs etc. (The majority of our stock is kept in a
storage unit in Kidderminster which we rent by the month). Well this week he asked for
them back as he has moved into his new home. This left a huge gap & nowhere to store
anything. So we paid £150 to buy three sets of shelving. In the photo you can see two sets &
three shelves each side. This has been a great blessing & has worked out even better than the previous units. It also
arrived in perfect time i.e. an hour before the landlord came to collect his furniture… Thank you Lord!
Christians that ‘Disappoint!’
We all know what it is like to feel disappointed! If we trust & put faith in each other rather than God we’ll always get let
down. I have seen Christians change over the years. Some have become big-headed, arrogant & ‘un-teachable’. Others
have given-up & walked back into the world & made friends with it again! Some just blow their own trumpets for their
ministry & work, rather than lifting up the Saviour! Some have become hard & non-caring! We live in a world of change,
yet God doesn’t change… Mal 3v6 For I am the LORD, I change not… If you are going to change, make sure it is for the
best & FOR HIM! Too many Christians today like the sound of their own voice too much & have lost the humility &
therefore the blessing that they once had. Do all you can to stay humble & give all the glory to the Lord, ALL THE TIME!
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PayPal!
The reason we have set up a PayPal account is because recently a few folks from around the world have asked if they
could send us a gift towards the work of Time for Truth! Two guys in Australia & one in the US have sent us a gift towards
the work through PayPal. Take it from me, we’re not ‘touting’ for money, we realise that God wants us to work for a living
& use the money that He allows us to earn. If we are blessed with gifts we treat it as a ‘bonus’ towards the work! In the
past I had hoped that Christians would have helped us but you CAN’T rely on Christians, just the Lord, which is what we
do! So if you have sent us a gift, no matter who you are or where you are from, thank you, we use it to get the Gospel
out, it’s as simple as that!
‘Who Cares?’ or ‘Does Anyone REALLY Care?’
If you know of, or come across anyone who is hurting & doesn’t know which way to turn, then these two tracts would be
worth giving to them. We all have times where LIFE just seems so hard & unfair; these tracts will minister to these folks
who are struggling in life. Do you keep tracts in your bag, wallet or pockets? If not, you ought to!

Tracts for the Jubilee & for the Olympics!
As you can see everywhere today, the Union Jack is very prevalent. Both with
the Jubilee & the Olympics on the horizon! Our tract ‘Why is our country in
such a mess?’ is a good one to distribute because of this. If you haven’t got
any & would like to order some just let us know. They are ONLY 4p each!
10 tracts = 40p (Did you get that?)
Bewdley Baptist Church!
Well we tried again! Donna, Dee & I visited Bewdley Baptist Church for an evening service recently. We went in openminded hoping we would find a group of Christians on fire for the Lord. As usual we were disappointed. Yet again the
building was lovely. There were 15 people present (I guess it could seat 300 if you included the balcony) & so we all sat in
a circle in the corner of the church. The leader played the guitar & we sang songs for 35 minutes. He then read a few
verses from a perverted version of the Bible that he had typed out. We then broke bread, ‘chanted’ some words back to
him as he read some more words/verses from his sheet. We then said ‘the grace’ together & that was 55 minutes over!!!
There was one Bible in the whole bunch!!! During his 3 minute ‘speech’ around the communion table he talked about the
‘feast’ & likened it to a Christmas meal on Eastenders… I kid you not!!! What about the guy who led, what was he like?
Well as usual, he was very friendly & pleasant to talk with. The trouble is that none of these folk had any real zeal or
passion for the Lord, or His word it seemed. If they did, they wouldn’t be attending a service like THAT! I just can’t believe
how trite & ‘dead’ these church meetings are. One guy sitting next to Donna looked at his watch THREE times before halfan-hour was up! But one thing WAS brought home to me by going… to the minister it is JUST A JOB! He is going through
the motions like most ministers today. They lack compassion, love, zeal, & servant hearts to serve Jesus Christ with their
LIVES!!! They have very little interest in studying the word of God let alone preaching it. I don’t like talking like this, or
talking about these churches, but this is EXACTLY AS IT IS & truth is truth!!! To be honest, it is heart-breaking, & I wish it
wasn’t like this. I am longing to find a church where I am challenged & fired up for the Lord, in my local area.
Do you know of an AV Bible Believing Church in Burnley, Lancs?
A very sincere guy phoned me today seeking a number of answers to his questions. He had just found out about the AV
issue & wanted to talk about healing, modern day church compromise, tongues etc. We had a good chat & he wasn’t
arrogant in the slightest. He asked if I knew of an AV Bible believing church in Burnley where he lives, so I’M ASKING YOU!
If you do know of one, please let me know & I’ll pass on the details to this very zealous Christian. He would be a great
asset to any church I’m sure. I have asked about AV churches before in certain areas & I can’t remember receiving one
single response… TRAGIC isn’t it!!!
A wonderful mother & her wonderful baby boy called Christian – BOTH an inspiration to us all!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcVYFxGixkU&feature=related – People want to meet ‘their’ stars & heroes, famous
people, people who are celebrities, Donna & I would be very happy to meet this lovely mother & her wonderful baby! If
you want to understand a little bit about God’s love, then watch this video! God is amazing & helps us through the
hardest of times. Never give up & worship God with all your heart, soul, strength & mind, for HE ALONE deserves ALL the
Glory! 2 Thes 3v5 And the Lord direct your hearts into the love of God, and into the patient waiting for Christ. 1 John
3v16+17 Hereby perceive we the love of God, because he laid down his life for us: and we ought to lay down our lives
for the brethren. But whoso hath this world's good, and seeth his brother have need, and shutteth up his bowels of
compassion from him, how dwelleth the love of God in him?
The National Health Service (NHS) in England spends £1 million on abortions each week!
Every aborted baby goes to Heaven; BUT God will judge the MURDERER who carries them out & THE MOTHER!!!
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Our Aussie Friends just keep ordering tracts & booklets!!!
Well both John & Kevin from Australia are really doing a great work over there; we have sent
hundreds of booklets & tracts. They just keep ordering via email & within a week or so,
another 600 ‘Is there ‘Life’ AFTER Death?’ booklets are despatched. May the Lord bless them
as they really do have a heart for reaching the lost souls. The pictures show the ‘gang’ having
a coffee together, plus the literature table outside the shop. Please pray for John, Paul, Kevin
& Dave that the Lord will give them fruit for their labours! They
are all AV Bible Believing Christians! I have had more fellowship
with these guys than many of my so-called Christian friends in
this country. Thanks ‘gang’ for all your love, support &
encouragement! If you’re ever planning a visit to England let us
know & we’ll meet up & ‘swap manly stories’ together!

Showtime at Bridgnorth Baptist Church!
Well two Baptist churches in two weeks for the TfT Team! This time it was Bridgnorth Baptist Church we tried one Sunday
evening. They had a visiting team from Buffalo, USA. I thought the service at Bewdley Baptist Church was terrible, but
this one was diabolical, & I mean DIABOLICAL!!! The worship team was the worst I have EVER heard & the music was SO
LOUD two people walked out! Not only that, the singing lasted 55 minutes without a break, it was so terrible, including
the actual songs chosen, that we sat down half way through & just couldn’t sing anymore. Half the congregation was
sitting down 30 minutes into the rubbish! I really can’t express how bad it was! Then, to top it all off, the so called
preacher (Gerald Haberstro) got up & started his nauseating-spiel, & that is putting it VERY kindly!!! He told us that the
Lord wasn’t coming back for ‘years’; he said that this country is going to experience revival very soon & that it certainly
was NOT under judgment as some preachers say it is! He went on to say that he had seen limbs grow 12 inches, blind-eyes
restored & he told us he has been to 26 countries praying for unity & revival; he also read from a perversion, he said that
apostles are for today along with tongues, signs & wonders! He didn’t talk about sin or Hell! I would rank this guy in my
top 10 WORST ‘preachers’ of all time. He was an habitual liar (limbs growing, signs & wonders!!! etc.) & spewed out
unsound doctrine from start to finish! He couldn’t, NOT only rightly divide the word of truth, he referred to the ‘originals’
(which DON’T exist!), & said that the Toronto Blessing (CURSE!!!) was from God!!! (How absurd!) There were about 120
people there & many ‘men’. What I find amazing is that these grown-up ‘men’ just lap it all up as if it was truth! This
church is so doctrinally UNSOUND it is frightening. To think that there are many churches like this operating in the same
capacity all over England is incredible! The whole SHOW, & that is what it was, was so dishonouring to God that He would
not bless something that is so UN-Scriptural; yet the suckers in the congregation think they are doing God service along
with their ‘leader!’ – It’s terrible! When we left ‘the show’, we discussed what we had just witnessed & all came to the
same conclusion, if that was the ONLY church in the area where you lived, you would be better off staying at home
reading your Bible, & that’s a FACT! It is heart-breaking seeing how far some churches have departed from Scripture. If
you attend an AV Bible Believing Church, I wonder if you really realise how blessed you are these days? Oh I forgot to
mention that dear old Gerry-the-benny (AKA Gerald Haberstro) delighted in telling us that the Lord told him in one
meeting, to run along the pews!!! (Shame he never fell off & broke his…) I mean, what else can you say about IDIOTS like
this? These ‘fakers’ are just ‘parasites’; they live very comfortable lives off other Christian ‘suckers’ & smile while they are
fleecing them, & the Christian ‘suckers’ just smile right back!!! They deserve each other I suppose! If you think I am too
hard with these morons, may I suggest you take the time to write me a big-old-love-letter telling me where I have gone
wrong, & I in turn will reciprocate the ‘gesture’ & show you FROM SCRIPTURE, that if YOU are following these FAKERS you
are not only a deluded fool, you are a fully-fledged-undisputed-champion-moron who deserves what you get! (Now if I
have sugar-coated that too much I do apologise!) I can’t stand suckers following FAKERS, sorry, but that’s the way it is! If
you support these ministries financially, you would be better off sending your money to the local dogs-home!!! If you are
reading this & you are from Bridgnorth Baptist Church, I would like to welcome you to ‘Time for Truth! Ministries’, we
hope you enjoy your brief stay with us, & wish you all the very best on your travels! If you are the ‘pastor’ of Bridgnorth
Baptist Church & you are reading this, may I suggest you do something totally radical, like get yourself a Bible (Authorized
Version ONLY!) & start from the beginning & READ IT all the way through to the end! You won’t believe what the Lord will
show you! THEN, & ONLY THEN, will you have enough discernment to distinguish between TRUTH & ERROR!

One of the most important sermons we have produced so far here at Time for Truth!
If you haven’t listened to it, you ought to!
Romans 1v22-26 (Study 12) Request a hard copy, OR listen to it on the website…
http://www.timefortruth.co.uk/content/media/1783-1337427231.mp3?rand=42143428.49230318
But it is good for me to draw near to God: I have put my trust in the Lord GOD, that I may declare all thy works.
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May JDA Update!
Now that we have set up a business, I have a few people who are NOT Christians (some are EX-colleagues even!!!) who are
looking at our website i.e. TfT News! just to find out what we are up to & what we are doing. I am amazed how many
people find our life interesting but daren’t ask us questions face to face… I wonder why? PRIDE!!! This happens so often
among Christians we have met, that no longer have contact with us; they still like to know what we are doing, don’t you
think that is interesting? The more secretive we are, the MORE they want to know! I know of a Christian who phoned a
Christian ‘friend’ of ours just to ask “What are John & Donna up to these days?” He turned around & said “Why don’t you
ask them?” Anyway, for those of you who are interested in finding out what Donna & I are doing, just keep logging onto
http://www.timefortruth.co.uk/the-ministry-years/ & clicking on the latest newsletter. I’m thinking about starting a TV
series called ‘J&D’s Wonderful Life!’ or making a film called ‘The Adventures of JDA (AKA ‘TFT!’)!!!’
When things go wrong!
What is the first thing you do when things go wrong? It happens to all of us! But when a problem arises, whether large or
small, what is the FIRST thing we do? Have you sinned? Does your heart convict you? 2 Sam 24v10 And David's heart
smote him after that he had numbered the people. And David said unto the LORD, I have sinned greatly in that I have
done: and now, I beseech thee, O LORD, take away the iniquity of thy servant; for I have done very foolishly. Ps 41v4 I
said, LORD, be merciful unto me: heal my soul; for I have sinned against thee. Luke 15v18 I will arise and go to my
father, and will say unto him, Father, I have sinned against heaven, and before thee, Luke 15v21 And the son said unto
him, Father, I have sinned against heaven, and in thy sight, and am no more worthy to be called thy son. Ps 25v18 Look
upon mine affliction and my pain; and forgive all my sins. Ps 86v5 For thou, Lord, art good, and ready to forgive; and
plenteous in mercy unto all them that call upon thee. 1 John 1v9 If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive
us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness. Ps 51v2 Wash me throughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse me
from my sin. Prov 28v13 He that covereth his sins shall not prosper: but whoso confesseth and forsaketh them shall
have mercy. We all make mistakes; some of us make huge mistakes & carry the burden of guilt with us for the rest of our
lives. When you mess up, in whatever shape or form, (& you will mess up at times!), you need to get alone with God
straight away & tell Him all about it & ask Him to forgive you & help you NOT make the same mistake again. It seems
impossible sometimes to get out of a situation, but God will always provide a way out & He always shows you that way. If
you are outside the will of God at present; if you are living in a backslidden state (even if others DON’T know!), then I
would get alone with God right now & pour out your heart to Him asking Him to guide your every decision from now on.
Get the Scriptures open & just pray & read, pray & read & stay there until God tells you your next step. No matter what
you have done, God will forgive you IF you ask Him; ‘confess & repent’ & throw yourself on His mercy, you won’t be
disappointed! But do it TODAY before the Devil distracts you!
Have you ever tried writing down what’s in your heart?
Have a go, it may surprise you! Ever written a letter to the Lord? Try it!

We’re family!
Listen, if you are SAVED, you’re my brother or sister IN the Lord, we’re family. You may not like me (which I can’t
understand!), but then again, who ‘likes’ everyone in their own immediate family? If one of you is struggling, the rest of
us should uphold you in prayer & support you the best we can. Today I received an email from Gail Owens in Northern
Ireland, she writes… Hi John and Donna, Could you please pray for Nigel, he has been ill for over a week, with chronic
diarrhoea. He is not eating or sleeping. He has lost a stone in a week. The Dr's are testing him for crones as well as bowel
cancer. Please pray for him. Blessings, Gail. Now Nigel & his wife Gail NEED our prayers, so let us all pray with & for
them. May God help them both in their hour of need!
The ‘Brethren Elders’ v the Scriptures! (Mark 7)
Why walk not thy disciples according to the tradition of the elders… (v5) Boy I have had that implied on a number of
occasions to me from ‘the Brethren Eldership’; MY ANSWER?... because I would rather stay with the Scriptures & NOT
make the word of God of NONE effect! Look closely… Jesus says by DOING this (i.e. sticking with the tradition of the
elders) YOU are a HYPOCRITE (v6); YOU worship IN VAIN (v7); YOU’RE more interested in teaching commandments OF
MEN (v7) than you are in the DOCTRINE of the Scriptures, THE WORD OF GOD! (v7) Ain’t that truth brother!!! Jesus then
goes on to say that these HYPOCRITES lay aside the commandments of God (v8) to HOLD TO the TRADITION OF MEN! (v8)
He then goes on to say that they not only lay aside, but REJECT the commandment of God JUST TO KEEP their own
tradition! (v9) Boy what a mess these ‘Brethren elders’ are in, & boy what a roasting they get from our Lord Jesus Christ!
Many an elder in the Brethren Assembly will want to ‘lord-it-over-you!’ Next time one of these Nicolaitan-Brethren-Elders
gives you a hard time because you are following the Scriptures instead of their ‘futile-traditions’, just smile nicely & then
run them through with the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God; remembering to be polite, courteous, & offering
to help them understand the Scriptures if they so wish! Some of these Brethren Elders are so SET-IN-THEIR-WAYS, they
are statues, & remember what happened to the statues during the Reformation, when the word of God was put FIRST!!!
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While visiting a customer!
Donna & I were in Moulton near Northampton
visiting a customer today. We parked up
opposite a lovely house, to go & have a coffee
together, as we were running early. When I
looked at the plaque (see below) I couldn’t
believe my eyes, it was William Carey’s house! William
Carey was born in Paulerspury and received his formal
education here. He went on to found the Baptist
Missionary Society in
1792 and led its first
mission in India from
1794 to his death forty
years later. He was a
great linguist and scholar, translating the Bible into over 10 Indian languages. His
love of horticulture commenced in Paulerspury in the schoolhouse Gardens
(now the site of the Village Hall) and culminated in his founding of the
Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India. It is quite amazing to see that this
one man, William Carey, who gave his life to the Lord Jesus Christ, saw so many
come to Christ. He was a man who deeply loved the Lord & gave his life to serve Him! He wrote…

“EXPECT GREAT THINGS FOR GOD; ATTEMPT GREAT THINGS FOR GOD!”
The question is, “Do you?”

Living on a busy road!
This is our fourth year in the house that we are renting. It’s just a small terraced cottage yet it is on the junction of a very
busy main road. We have already witnessed a couple of accidents, but nothing like the one we saw this evening. ‘Boyracers’ were driving at mad speeds when a crash took place that involved four cars. The engine from one of the cars was
found over 30 feet from the car it belonged to, that is how hard they hit each other. In the other car a woman was
trapped & it took nearly an hour for two fire-engine crews to cut her out of the wreckage. You couldn’t even tell what
kind of car it was! Two fire-engines, two ambulances & at least six police cars were at the scene in just minutes. Then the
air ambulance arrived in the field next to the road. Many folks came out to have a look at what had happened. We
actually heard the crash but didn’t see anything. Three young men were arrested & taken away in three separate police
cars. No doubt it will be a jail sentence for dangerous driving, maybe, depending upon the state of the injured victim.
Why do I say all this? Because the TfT! team went into Kidderminster today as Dee & Toy needed to go to the opticians.
Donna & I walked around Kidderminster a couple of times & again all we saw & felt was rebellion towards God. It was a
scorching day & young lads were walking around with their tops off trying to impress everyone with their gym-‘physiques’,
while most of the young girls were half-naked. Again the standards have dropped so low today that ANYTHING goes &
nobody cares. It was a very volatile, intimidating atmosphere & it feels as if anything could ‘kick-off’ at any time! Only this
week in the news, we heard about a man who had got drunk & was watching a violent film beforehand, where a person
gouged his girlfriend’s eyes out, so he emulated the scene with his own girlfriend! Then there was the girl who found a
boyfriend on Facebook & after three months of going out with her, he raped her & then got a friend of his to throw acid in
her face. She lost the sight in one eye & had to wear a special mask for a year. She underwent over 150 operations to
rebuild her face! Yesterday I read in the news, the most horrific story I think I’ve read, how a naked man on drugs in
Canada, was chewing & eating another naked man’s face! (He had eaten 75% of it!) A police officer was called to the
scene, & told him to stop & back off; the man just growled like a dog & bit another piece of flesh off! The policeman shot
him DEAD! Now folks, this is NOT fiction, this isn’t a horror movie; this is the kind of thing that is happening TODAY! Some
of these things are happening here in ‘Christian’ England! If the Bible is removed & youngsters don’t know right from
wrong because they don’t have a Final Authority in which to turn, what do you expect the standards, morals & people will
be like? Who will teach the next generation what is RIGHT & WRONG? If you remove & reject the Bible, HOW & WHAT
are you going to teach them? What are you going to give them in place of the Bible? From the yobbos down town to the
‘boy-racer-yobbos’, many of the youth today are out of control. To think, these ‘boy-racers’ may have killed, maimed or
paralysed an innocent person. Not only is the victim affected for life plus their family, but the yobbos will probably go to
prison for years for dangerous driving – all because they were trying to impress one another. How futile trying to prove
yourself can be at times!!! Shouldn’t we just want to live & serve the Lord & not get wrapped up or make friends with this
world? James 4v4 Ye adulterers and adulteresses, know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity with God?
whosoever therefore will be a friend of the world is the enemy of God. Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary
the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may devour: 1 Pet 5v8
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The Marvellous CHICKEN EGG—excerpted from The Evolution of a Creationist (Sent to me by Will Kinney)
[The Evolution of a Creationist] is a condensation and simplification of more than thirty years of studies that moved me
from unquestioning belief in Darwinian evolution to undoubting trust in the special six-day creation by God as presented
in the biblical account. It is my conviction that a simple discussion of the major questions in the creation/evolution
controversy is needed for those men and women who have little or no background in science. Thus, I have attempted to
address pertinent issues as simply as possible—fully recognizing that those who have studied intensively in specialized
areas of science may accuse this book of being too simplistic. The book touches on the evolution of a creationist (me), but
emphasizes the inherent conflicts between evolutionary theory and the Bible. This work is a compilation of thoughts and
writings that God used to change my belief system, my worldview. — Jobe Martin.
A fertilized chicken egg is a very special creation. Before even thinking about a chick developing in an egg, it is interesting
to ponder how the chicken manages to get a shell around that slippery, raw, fertilized egg. It is a rare sight on the farm to
see raw egg smeared on the outside of the shell. Have you ever attempted to put an egg back into its shell after it rolled
off the counter? The shell itself is highly specialized. Each chicken egg shell has about 10,000 tiny holes or pores. How
does that chicken form a shell around a soft, messy egg and design the shell to have porosity? Put a raw egg in warm
water and soon you will see tiny bubbles floating up. These bubbles are escaping through the pores in the shell. The
developing chick needs these pores to breathe. Evolution basically says that when a need arises in an organism, mindless,
random chance processes provide exactly, precisely and specifically what the organism needs to alter and improve it so
that it will survive. How does a chicken know it needs to make a shell with porosity, and how would mindless evolution
manufacture such a shell? The chick does not know it needs the holes in the shell to breathe until it dies for lack of air. Of
course, dead chicks cannot evolve! Within the first few days after the egg is laid, blood vessels begin to grow out of the
developing chick. Two of these attach to the membrane under the egg shell and two attach to the yolk. By the fifth day,
the tiny heart is pumping blood through the vessels. What makes those blood vessels grow out of the chick, and how do
they know where to go and to what to attach? The chick feeds from the yolk with the yolk vessels and breathes through
the membrane vessels. If any of these vessels do not grow out of the chick or attach to the correct place, the chick will die.
The chick gives off carbon dioxide and water vapor as it metabolizes the yolk. If it does not get rid of the carbon dioxide
and water vapor, it will die of gaseous poisoning or drown in its own wastewater. These waste products are picked up by
the blood vessels and leave through the pores in the eggshell. What evolutionary chance happening provided for all of
these crucial advancements? By the nineteenth day, the chick is too big to get enough oxygen through the pores in the
shell. It must do something or die. How does it know what to do next? By this time, a small tooth called the “egg-tooth”
has grown onto its beak. It uses this little tooth to peck a hole into the air sack at the flat end of the egg. When you peel a
hard-boiled egg you notice the thin membrane under the shell and the flattened end of the egg. This flattened end, which
looks like the hen did not quite fill up her egg shell, is the air sack. The air sack provides only six hours of air for the chick to
breathe. Instead of relaxing and breathing deeply, with this new-found supply of air, the chick keeps pecking until it breaks
a small hole through the shell to gain access to outside air in adequate amounts. On the twenty-first day, the chick breaks
out of the shell. If one step in the development of the chick is missing or out of order, the chick dies.* Timing is absolutely
crucial! Each step in the development of the chick defies evolutionary logic. The process must be orchestrated by God,
our Creator. The impersonal plus time plus chance is not an adequate explanation for the wondrous complexities of life as
we observe it. There had to be a Designer and His name is the Lord Jesus Christ (John 1; Colossians 1; Hebrews 1). *Bob
Devine, God In Creation (Chicago: Moody Press, 1982), pp. 9-13. This booklet discusses ten of God’s creations and shows
how they could not have evolved
Our Friend Julie from Australia – GREAT encouragement!!
Hi John, Hope this email finds you, Donna and the girls well. Just letting you know I received the CD's on Friday and have
been listening to them ever since. I'm so grateful for them and they are keeping my mind focused on Jesus. The messages
are giving me strength and encouragement, thank you so much for sending them to me! I'm listening to 1-2 a day,
sometimes 3 if I'm driving around a lot. The interesting thing is the day that I got them, and had settled Dad into bed for
the night, I went into the lounge room to listen to my first one, (I put on LIFE.) I had waited until Dad was in bed after his
negative reaction last time I put on the KJV audio. Weird thing is, he came wandering back into the lounge just after I had
put it on (he never comes back in the lounge after he gets put to bed, and he didn't know what I was doing and couldn't
hear it from his room). He sat down on his recliner chair and I thought, "Well, I'm not turning it off, he came in of his own
accord, if it upsets him he can walk out." He sat through the whole thing and seemed to be listening intently. I don't know
how much he understood with his dementia, but I really think it may of been God that led him back in to listen. Since then
when I listen to the messages when we are in the car, he never complains about them, and sometimes he even says "yeah",
when you say something he agrees with. It's probably the first time he has heard some 'straight up' preaching that tells it
like it is, and knowing him as I do, I know he would be in agreement with a lot of the things you say. Anyway I just want to
let you know I really appreciate this and the messages are really helping me/teaching me and getting me through his hard
time. God bless you, Julie. Please pray for this lady as she really has gone through some very hard times in her life; she’s a
lovely Christian who truly loves the Lord with all her heart!
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Donna’s article - Come Lord Jesus, and make me more like you in the meantime!
After popping into Kidderminster town centre recently it was brought home to me yet again how base, depraved and
rebellious our land has become. What did I see that caused me concern/and what I have seen of late that makes me think
more and more that the Lord’s return is imminent?
Rebellion - Rebellion is on every hand and no-one seems to care; quite the contrary, everyone seems to be joining in!
People were rebellious in dress, in speech, in conduct, in regard to authority, in attitude etc. etc.
People – Young & old alike - The majority of young children are unruly and are being brought up by teenagers whose lives
are no example to their offspring. School children at such a young age are being taught unnecessary things corrupting
their ‘pure’ minds and by the time they reach high school – it seems there is no hope. They leave their homes in the
morning, supposedly with their parent’s consent (if they have parents – oftentimes maybe only a dad or a mum, or both
but not ‘their’ dad or mum) looking untidy, improper – especially the girls; border-lining on looking like prostitutes and
that’s the attire for school! Not to mention hair, make-up and jewellery.
Whilst in town and watching people of all ages I was faced with trying to identify whether someone was male or female by
the clothes worn and hair-style; I also saw litter being deliberately dropped by an elderly lady. I saw many over-weight
people who, if they are not suffering from a medical condition, are just the result of over-eating/indulgence due to lack of
discipline in their life. I saw body piercings and tattoos – tattoos on as many women as men, with clothes worn to show
off the latest ‘painting!’ Whatever happened to ladies and gentlemen?
Attitude - Describing the people I saw I would say the majority had bad, aggressive and non-caring attitudes; people
simply looking for a fight or some way to cause hurt and pain to someone else. So-called body-builders who think it
acceptable to walk around with no top on; appearing to others as hard and manly because of their appearance. I went
into two shops and was disgusted by the level of ‘service’ I received; employees arguing among themselves, employees
being unfriendly, unhelpful, unprofessional – completely dis-interested in what they were doing and simply bluffing their
way through. Today there is little attention to detail, and few seem interested in looking after and trying to help someone
anymore. A job is a job, get in and out as quickly as possible and don’t worry about being hard-working, responsible and a
good asset to a company. Just take the money!
Music - I popped into a card shop and quickly came back out after choosing not to listen to the ‘disgusting’ music that was
being played. People are so brainwashed they don’t seem to even notice it and again if they do, they have no desire to do
something about it but rather join in.
It seems totally impossible! The majority of people don’t have a problem with what’s going on. They just get caught up in
it all, by choice, and run with it. People have become very selfish; as long as it works for them. They lack in morals and we
certainly live in an age where people do not fear God, do not think they are accountable to God and do not understand
that they will one day stand before God. They have no idea why they’re here or the purpose for living, what’s more,
they’re not interested in knowing!
How sad and frustrating this all is.
2 Tim 3v2 For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents,
unthankful, unholy, How worrying also it is when we begin to see these things coming into Christian’s lives; into the
church, into the Christian home, into the Christian ‘circle’. We see in churches, rebellion, people of all ages conducting
themselves in an improper, unruly manner, wanting the limelight and attention, we see and hear bad attitudes, language
and conversations, not to mention so-called ‘Christian’ music. We see many worldly ‘activities’ and the latest technology;
dancing and drama, television screens, cameras and spot-lights, but very rare is it we find in our churches today a
reverence for the Lord. Rarely do we walk in and see people quietly reflecting, reading their Bibles, praying and focussing
on the Lord. No longer do we hear people sharing how the Lord has helped them and brought them through a situation or
discussing their Bible readings and how the Lord has genuinely spoken to them. Instead (and we have been to a couple of
churches lately so I write expressing what I have personally seen) we walk into a building where the band is practising and
the music is not edifying, we see people dressed casually and certainly not as if it matters or dressed as they would if they
were going out for a meal or a special occasion, we hear stories from an entertainer and have a ten minute ‘preaching
slot’ where everyone is made to feel good and bring God down to their way of thinking, to their level, almost telling God
what He should do and what we want/expect from Him. In the midst of all this I am challenged with my own walk with
the Lord. I see so much that causes me concern, so much I see that I do not want to entertain, so much I am saddened by,
that I am determined the Lord helping me, to be and to make a difference when and where I can. I appreciate I will feel
alone and that it will be a battle, however the Lord and living for Him must come first. I feel as if the Lord gets a bad deal
oftentimes; not only in the world but in the church today and sadly in my life too. I don’t ever want the Lord having
second best or coming second place in my life; whether that be in regard to my time, my energy, my focus etc. He is really
all that matters in this life; the world has absolutely nothing to offer and the Lord helping me, I want to live each
remaining day I have on this earth for the Lord and seek to please Him in all I do, to really know Him. He is my standard.
He is the one who I want to be like. 1 Thess 5v23 And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly; and I pray God your
whole spirit and soul and body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.
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Christian Institute in Worcester!
Donna & I visited a church in Worcester that was holding a Christian Institute meeting yesterday. Again it was a church
that you could seat over 300. Not forgetting that Worcester is a CITY, fewer than 70 people showed up, showing again to
me that the majority of Christians today just DON’T CARE what is happening in this country/world, as long as they are
okay! These so called ‘Christians’ are in for the shock of their life when things change in the near future, they won’t know
what’s hit them!!! If you are one of these types of Christians OR if you KNOW of one, send them our newsletter, that’ll do
it!!! The Christian Institute are doing a great job with the mammoth task they have ahead of them, yet even THEY don’t
really get the BIG Picture! They also have based their work on PERVERTED PERversions of the Bible which are just
‘putrid/rancid!’ Support them as much as you can but dump their Perverted Bibles with great haste! When a country
REJECTS the word of God (The Authorized Version Bible) it is DOWNHILL from there at a rapid rate!
My favourite piece of music ever! (Well for the time being, unless you know a lovelier piece!)
If you ever want to listen to a piece of music that is just totally beautiful, relaxing & gets you thinking, this is it… Pietro Mascagni
– Cavalleria rusticana, Intermezzo – Budapest Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Anraa Korodi (3½ minutes of bliss!!!)

‘Time Changer’ on TfT Website!
If you’re looking for a good Christian family film to watch, click on the ‘video’ tab on our website & watch ‘Time Changer!’ It has
some great morals & standards that children NEED to know these days; we would highly recommend it. Toy will also be
uploading more films as & when, so keep checking the website.

Stress!
Are you stressed in any way? Do you get stressed? I was in correspondence recently with a millionaire business woman
who has very high blood pressure. She visited the doctor & now she has to go through an ECG scan, all because of stress
from her business! I sent her an email telling her that destroying her health because of business is just NOT worth it! Yet,
there are millions of people like her all around the world who are very rich yet VERY stressed! James 4v13 Go to now, ye
that say, To day or to morrow we will go into such a city, and continue there a year, and buy and sell, and get gain:
Whereas ye know not what shall be on the morrow. For what is your life? It is even a vapour, that appeareth for a little
time, and then vanisheth away. For that ye ought to say, If the Lord will, we shall live, and do this, or that. You & I
don’t know what tomorrow will bring. We should just trust in the Lord & ask Him to lead, guide & carry us through this
life. What is the point of getting so stressed that it affects our health? What GOOD does that do? Putting your health in
danger because of money is insanity - 1 Tim 6v10 For the love of money is the root of all evil: which while some coveted
after, they have erred from the faith, and pierced themselves through with many sorrows. There has been many a
businessman die in his early 40’s through a heart attack because of stress; what good does that do YOU or your family of
whom you leave behind? You talk about regret!!! We all suffer stress to a certain degree; I have so much on sometimes
that I feel I just can’t cope, but it is in those times that I just cry out to God all the more asking Him to help me through! I
try NOT to procrastinate, but keep on top of things. I have surrounded myself with a great team & I know how to
delegate! In business, my wife & two employees take a load from me when I need to ‘shed some of my work’; in the
ministry it’s the same, but I have an even bigger team e.g. if it’s dealing with an arrogant Bible ‘corrector’ I just call on my
two BIG-brothers Alan & Will, who come out swinging every time! (In fact they have NEVER lost a fight!) So there are
times in our life when we need to let things go, delegate, or decide that we’re NOT going to pursue that road. Doing the
Lord’s will is critical & He will never lay on you anything that you won’t be able to bear (1 Cor 10v13). So QUIT worrying &
start TRUSTING more in the Lord & let Him sort your life out before you kill yourself & destroy your family! Mark 8v36 For
what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?
A Roman Catholic from Kendal!
A Roman Catholic man has written to me praising me that I am actually doing something about the state of the nation! He must
have received our tract ‘Why is our country in such a mess?’ He stands against sodomy & has written a letter to his MP telling
him! We sent him some literature regarding the ERRORS of Roman Catholicism!

Dying words of ATHEISTS…
Voltaire ‘I am abandoned by God & man; I shall go to Hell!
I will give you half of what I am worth, if you will give me six month’s life!’
Severus (Roman Emperor who caused the death of thousands of Christians) said…
“I have been EVERYTHING, and EVERYTHING is NOTHING!”
Napoleon Bonaparte (The French emperor who brought death to millions, to satisfy his selfish plans) said…
“I die before my time, & my body will be given back to the earth. Such is the fate of him who has been called the great
Napoleon. What an abyss between my deep misery & the eternal kingdom of Christ!”
Thomas Carlyle “I am as good as without hope, a sad old man gazing into the final chasm!”
Aldamont (the Infidel) said “My principles have poisoned my friend; my extravagance has beggared my boy; my
unkindness has murdered my wife. And is there another Hell yet ahead?”
I wonder what YOUR dying words will be?
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Mortify = Destroy, kill, subdue (control)…
Col 3v5 Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth; fornication, uncleanness, inordinate affection, evil
concupiscence, and covetousness, which is idolatry: Mortify your members! This is done by two ways 1) Set your
affection (heart) on things above - Col 3v2 Set your affection on things above, not on things on the earth INSTEAD of
earthly things (Col 2v23). 2) The ‘putting off’ of the old man i.e. refuse to honour his requests – Rom 6v6-14. Yield to the
Holy Spirit – Gal 5v22, Gal 5v16+25 (Read Gal 5v5-19, Rom 8v13, 13v14, Eph 4v21+22). Kill the fleshly desires ‘fornication,
lewdness (indulgence of lust), adultery, etc.’ (Mat 5v28, 2 Tim 2v22, 1 Cor 6v18, 2 Pet 2v14, Gen 39, Prov 7) – Fornication
occurs in 32 Scriptures. We live in a sex-crazed world that has been intensified by the TV (Tell-a-Vision – Mat 17v9). Sex is
bombarding us from every angle (24/7). Youngsters are growing up on it as the norm! NOW there are major problems
among the youth regarding sex related crimes & diseases etc. Last week a 12 year old boy violently raped a 9 year old girl
because he had been watching violent pornography on the Internet – but an ‘expert’ said that you can’t prove it is related!
The TV & Internet are DESTROYING the morals, standards & regulations of this world – there are NO boundaries anymore!
You can watch & participate in anything – WHO says what you watch is wrong? Where do you draw the line? Ps 101v3, 2
Sam 11v2-4, Prov 22v6, Deut 7v26, Lam 3v51, Exo 23v24 etc. The TV makes sure you are NEVER satisfied & that you
‘need’ more!!! Who is teaching your children what is right & what is WRONG?
Just another BIG-Yank with GREEKITUS!
Calvary Baptist Church Droitwich was the team’s next Sunday evening adventure! We were greeted with the same kind of
greeting you would expect at a morgue! The huge Yankee pastor asked his inquiring questions as normal, & when we hit
the name Ruckman his gears jammed! He said that he was saved in a ‘Ruckmanite’ church & read much of his material.
He went on to say that he read ‘Manuscript Evidence’ & said that there was only one single footnote that tallied up! The
rest was not true – so as you can imagine, this wasn’t going to be the start of a beautiful friendship! After so-called singing
(shouting) he started to ‘preach!’ Half of his sermon was in GREEK & the rest was incoherent babbling about Greek verbs
etc. No one understood anything of what he was saying, including him I’m sure. Half way through the service old
Thistlehead the Bible ‘corrector’ turned up – he obviously didn’t want to speak to us & the feeling was mutual! This church
was as dead as a DODO on a hot summers day! It was just another church that we can cross off our list! The Yankee-boypastor obviously rated himself, I certainly did not! There were only six people in the church plus the four of us! It was just
another disaster & this time they claimed to be Bible Believing Christians! GREEKITUS is TERMINAL & he had it bad!!!

Thank You!
Donna & I would again like to thank all of you who pray for us & our team here at Time for
Truth! We are very grateful to all those who send us letters & emails, this really is a blessing.
Thank you also to those who send us their newsletters, up-to-date information, articles,
magazines, books, CDs & DVDs etc. All of which are helpful & informative. We are just a small
ministry here in England with a MASSIVE job of reaching the lost plus dealing with so many
backslidden compromising Christians, who just haven’t a clue, & DON’T seem to care! It really is
a tough walk & a very lonely one at times. We are very thankful to the Lord Jesus Christ for
giving us such a great team to work with, & we just keep praying that we’ll stay in the centre of the Lord’s will no matter
what, & keep pushing ONWARDS & UPWARDS! What does the future hold for Time for Truth!? The Lord knows, but we
would love to produce more tracts & booklets, & distribute them further afield. We thank the Lord for the way the CD
ministry has taken off & how many more have joined our mailing list. We would really appreciate your help by passing on
our details to anyone else who you think would be interested, & would benefit from our materials. 2012 has certainly
been a testing time for us, especially Donna & I in regard to our health, but the Lord has given us the strength to get
through everything so far. We’re not out of the woods yet, but we can see a clearing coming up, pray that all goes well
please. I am still hoping & praying that I don’t have to have a hip operation, but I give it to the Lord as He knows what is
best for me. I would also really appreciate it if you would especially pray for Donna’s hands (knuckles) as they are still
swollen & even though they don’t cause her too much pain, we would love to see the swelling go down. Apart from all
this, we are continuing to really enjoy the life that God has given us & we try to make the most of every day. We are really
pleased that Dee has joined us at JDA & we are looking forward to Toy’s start date in July also. Both will be great assets to
our Christian company. We would love to hear back from you in regard to this newsletter, good or bad! Don’t forget, if
you want a copy of ‘The Ministry Years’ Volume Two, pre-order it NOW as we shall probably only be printing 100/200
copies depending upon the price. If you have received this newsletter by email, but would like a hard copy, just let us
know & send us your full postal address. We are always open to criticism as long as it is backed up by Scripture, so please
feel free to show us where we are going wrong in anything! We would encourage you to get right with God if you know
you aren’t & also to try harder in your Christian walk to really live for Him in everything. We shouldn’t wish Hell on our
worst enemy, let alone our families, yet this is where most people are headed; it is our job to try to stop them from going
there! Are you doing YOUR part? Is there anything else you COULD do? If so, DO IT before it is too late!
Circa 7 Billion!!!
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